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ABSTRACT

As one aspect of government policy to alleviate poverty in Northeast Thailand, the role

of fishery development and extension in this region has been increasing significantly.

However successful policy requires considerable knowledge of fishery technology, and

such information has been inadequate. This study was conducted in response to this

requirement.

The main objective of this study is to obtain econometric estimates of a fish seed

production function for Northeast fishery stations. Two functional forms were assumed

for production functions, namely Cobb-Douglas and t¡anscendental logarithmic (translog)

functions. The study employed pooled cross section-time series data for eleven fishery

stations in the Northeast over a period of three years, 1987-1989.

Econometric results indicated that the transcendental logarithmic model fitted the

data better than the Cobb-Douglas model, although an intermediate model (incorporating

some but not all second order terms) appeared to provide the best fit. The main factors

or inputs determining fish seed production were total weight of female broodstock, fuel

(for a water pump), labour, and feed. Furthermore, water condition also affected output.

In contrast other inputs such as lime and fertilizer did not signif,rcantly affect output.

Differences in breeding techniques, location of stations, and the annual time period also

had no impact on fish seed production.

The estimated production function exhibited increasing returns-to-scale. First-order

conditions for profit maximization and cost minimization were tested using estimates of

11



the production function. The hypothesis of prof,rt maximization was rejected, whereas the

hypothesis of cost minimization was not rejected based on these test results. Assuming

cost minimization, a second-order approximation to the dual cost functi,on was caicuiated

using production function estimates and mean data.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Approximately 19.25 million people or 35 percent of the total population live in Norttreast

Thailand, which is considered to be the poorest region of the country. Fish is the most

impofiant source of animal protein for these people, especially those who live in the rural

areas. This is because, when compared to other sources of animal protein, market prices

for fish are relatively low. Furthermore, fish can also be obtained by rural people directly

from natural water sources such as rivers, swamps, canals, and streams.

A recent study by Khon Kaen University on fish consumption in the Northeast

shows that the highest source of animal protein consumption in this region is freshwater

fish (about 2I.3 kg/head/year). Other major sources of animal protein are chicken (10.5

kg/head/year), pork (7.9 kglhead/year), and beef (6.2 kglhead/year). On the whole the

total demand for freshwater fish in this region is approximately 394,981 metric tons per

year [13].

The supply of freshwater fish in the Northeast includes fish produced within this

region as well as imports from other regions. The total production within the region was

approximately 44,237 metric tons ( 37 ,190 metric tons from natural water resources, and

7,041 metric tons from aquaculture) in 1987 [7].

Overall there is an excess demand for freshwater fish in the Northeast

approximating 350,000 metric tons per year. This excess demand is satisfied by imports

from other regions, in particular Central Thailand with higher prices to consumers due to



transportation costs and other marketing margins. This situation worsens the poverty

problem in this region.

The Department of Fisheries (DOF) under the Royal Thai Governmenr aims to

increase fish production in the Northeast to at least a level of self-sufficiency. Policies

have been adopted to (1) increase capaciry of natural water resources by releasing fish

seed, fry and fingerling; and (2) improve water resources management, and provide fish

seed. and technical knowledge.

In order for the above policies to be implemented, the most important factor

obviously is frsh seed. At present the DOF has its fishery starions located in every

province of Northeast region. The main duty of these stations is to produce fish seed

mostly for release into natural water sourcgs, and to provide aquaculture extension. In

1988 these stations produced 61.7 million fish seed, our of which about 73 percent were

released in the natural water resources [6].

1.1 Objectives of the Study

In order to increase the fish seed supply in Northeast region, the Department of Fisheries

has been improving the productivity of its fishery srarions in producing fish seed.

However, the improvement has normally focused on the biological techniques, such as

stocking density, breeding technique, water control, etc. Little, if any, research has been

conducted to improve the productivity of fish seed production.



The overall objective of this study is to estimate by econometric methods the

production function for fish seed produced by the government fishery stations in

Northeast Thailand. The specific objectives are as follows:

(i) to identify and describe the main factors affecting fish seed produced

by the Northeast fishery stations.

(ii) to derive the production function of fish seed produced by the Northeast

fishery stations.

(iii) to make recommendations for the improvement of productivity of fish

seed production by the Northeast fishery stations.

1.2 Assumptions of the Study

The following assumptions are critical to the econometric model in this study:

(i) due to the unavailability of data for inputs used by each species of fish

seed produced, it is assumed that the production processes for each species are identical

(or of Gorman Polar form). Therefore, the product of each species can be aggregated

consistently into one total product. Information obtained from fisheries' biologists

responsible for producing fish seed is consistent with this assumption.

(ii) it is assumed that the aggregate production function for fish seed can

be approximated adequately by a transcendental logarithmic (translog) functional form.

It is weil known that flexible functional forms provide a second order Taylor series

approximation to any true functional form 12,4f, and the translog is the most popular

flexible functional form.



1.3 Organization of the Study

This study is organized as follows. Chapter II gives background information about

fisheries in Thailand, especially in the Northeast region. Chapter Itr briefly summarizes

previous econometric studies on fisheries production functions. Chapter IV briefly

summarizes the economic theory used in this study, discusses criteria for selecting

functional forms for production functions, and presents the Cobb-Douglas, and

transcendental logarithmic (translog) functional forms.

Chapter V presents the model specified for this analysis and the method used to

analyze data, and describes the data collected for the study. Chapter VI presents

econometric results for the study and discusses implications of these results. Chapter VII

summarizes and concludes this study. This chapter includes recommendations for the

Department of Fisheries, and for further study.

4



Chapter U

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 Fish Production in Thailand

Thailand covers a rotal a¡ea of 513,115 square kilometres which can be divided into four

distinct regions: the mountainous region in the North, the semi-arid plateau in the

Northeast, the Central plain region which is one of the most fertile rice growing areas in

the world, and the South peninsula (please see Figure 2.1). The climate is tropical and

is cha¡acterized by high temperatures of 27.6C (S1.7F) on average, humidity 74.4Vo

[19], and an average volume of 800 billion cubic meters of rainfall per year 1231.

The climate described above makes agriculture the main activity of the Thai

economy. In 1988, Thailand had a total population of 54.54 million [18], and a per capita

income of 20,601 Baht or about US $ 812.98 [17].1 Most people live in the countryside,

and agricultural households account for 55 percent of the total households.

The total value of agricultural products exported in 1989 accounted for

approximately 44.65 percent of total exports. The major agricultural products exported

in 1989 were fishery products, rice, rubber and rubber products, cassava products, and

sugar and products. These accounted for 27.69,19.72,13.86, 10.40, and 8.76 percent of

the total agricultural exports respectively (Table 2.1).

tthe exchange rate was US $ 1 =25.34 Bahts in 1988.

5



Figure 2.1: Map of Thailand Showing Northeast and the Other Regions
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Table 2.1 : Vatue of Major Agricultural Exported Products, 1987'1989

Unit: million Baht

Products
L987 1988 1989

Value Vo Value Vo Value Vo

Total

Fishery products
Rice
Rubber and products
Cassava products
Sugar and products
Others

153,991

30,221
22,703
23,328
20,662
9,349

47,128

100

19.63
14.14
15.15
13.42
6.07

30.99

r94,r98

41,002
34,676
31,824
21,845
10,364
54,481

100

2t.11
i7.85
16.39
7r.25
5.34

28.06

230,537

50,003
45,462
3r,953
23,915
20,205
58,939

100

2t.69
19.72
13.86
10.40
8.76

25.57

Source : Office of Agricultural Economics, Centre for Agricultural Statistics. Agricultural
Statistics in Brief : Crop Year 1989190. Agricultural Statistics No.420, Bangkok,
Thailand: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives, 1990, p.56.

In this study, the term "fishery products" refers to both live and processed fish and

other aquatic species, such as shrimp, crab, squid, mollusc, and sea weed, etc. These

products comprise two main groups (freshwater and marine fishery products). Marine

fishery product accounts for more than 90 percent of all fishery products.

Marine fishery products come from two sources. The first source is the coastal

aquaculture (such as shrimp culture which has been dramatically increased during the last

10 years), seabass culture, green mussel culture, and sea clam culture. The second source



is the caprure fishery which is the main source of marine fishery products. The Gulf of

Thailand and the Andaman Sea were plentiful sources of frsh for Thai marine fishermen

in the past. Unfortunately, due to a substantial increase in size of the Thai fishing fleet

and the declaration of exclusive economic zones (EEZ) by neighbouring countries, these

two sources became overfished.2 However, as shown in Table 2.2, annual marine fishery

products has been increasing from762,787 metric tons in 1961 to2,067,533 metric tons

in 1977, and 2,446,100 metric tons in 1988.

Freshwater fishery products also come from two sources. The hrst source is

freshwater aquaculture, for instance, cage culture, pond culture, ditch culture, and paddy-

field culture,3 and the second source is inland fisheries. The product from freshwater

aquaculture has been increasing from 39,367 metric tons in 1978 to 89,182 merric tons

in 1987, while the product from inland fisheries is almost stable (in fact there is a slight

decrease from 102,129 metric tons in 1978 to 81,360 merric ton in 7987, as shown in

Table 2.3,and Table 2.4).

2 when a counfy decla¡es an exclusive economic zone, it means that an area within 200 miles from the

coast belongs to that country, and other countries have no right to fish in that area without consent.

t Cage culture involves raising fish in a cage, which generally has a wood frame and is sunounded by

net (usually nylon). The cage floats in the river near by the owners house. Pond culture involves raising

fish in an earth pond normally located in a private are¿. In horticulture which is normally grown in rows,

there are small water ditches dug between each row, and ditch culture involves raising fish in these ditch.

Paddy-field culture involves raising fish in paddy-held and harvesúng them together with rice.



Tabte 2.2 : Fisheries Production of Thailand, 1967-1988

Unit : metric tons

Year Freshwater
Production

Marine
Production

Total

1967

1968

1969
1970
t97 |
t972
r973
191 4
r915
r976
1977

r978
r979
i980
198 1

1982
1983
1984
1985
i986
t987
1988

85,255
85,245
90,439

712,714
116,788
131,383
140,885
158,876
160,692
747,294
122.,314

r41,496
r33,r76
743,895
764,58r
133,562
155,447
161,819
167,453
t87,163
117,142
183,600

762,187
1,004,058
r,179,595
1,335,690
1,470,289
1,548,r51
1,538,016
1,351,590
1,394,608
1,55r,192
2,067J33
r,957,735
1,8i3,158
1,647,953
1,824,444
1,986,57 |
2,099,986
1,973,079
2,057,75r
2,352,204
2,601,929
2.446.t00

847,443
1,089,303
7,210,034
7,448,404
7,587,077
1,619,540
7,618,90r
r,510,466
1,555,300
1,699,086
2,789,907
2,099,28r
r,946,334
1,791,848
1,989,025
2,120,r33
2,255,433
2,r34,838
2,225,204
2,539,967
2,719,01r
2,629,700

Source: Department of Fisheries. Annual report : 1989. Bangkok, Thailand: Ministry of
Agriculture and Co-operatives, 1991, pp. 157-58.
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Figure 2.2: Annual Freshrvater and l\farine Fishes Production,

t979 - 1988.

Quantity: HiÌl-ion m-tons

1

0.5

CI

Source: Office of Agricultural Economics, Centre for Agricultural Statisrics. Agricultttral
Statistics in Brief : Crop Year 1989/90. Agriculrural Statistics No.420, Bangkok,
Thailand: Minisrry of Agriculture and Co-operatives, 1990, p.45.
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Table 2.3 : Freshwater Production, 1978'1988

Unit : metric tons

Year Inland Fishery Freshwater
Aquaculture

Total

r978
1919
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985

1986
1987
1988

r02,129
r03,714
109,390
116,468
87,733

108,481
111,409
92,199
98,438
87,360

N.A

39,367
29,462
34,505
48,113
45,829
46,966
50,410
75,254
89,325
89,782

N.A

r41,496
133,t76
143,895
764,58I
133,562
155,441
i61,819
167,453
187,763
n7,142
183,600

Source : Department of Fisheries, Fisheries Statistics Sub-Division. Fisheries

Statistics of Thailand 1987. No.3/1989, Bangkok, Thailand: Minisry of
Agriculture and Co-operatives, 1989, p.1.

Table 2.4 : Freshwater Aquaculture by Type of Culture in 1987

Total Cage Pond Ditch Paddy-
field

No.of fishfarms

Area of fishfarms (rai)

Production (metric tons)

7L,859

322,586

89,782

922

66

936

61,804

r71,497

65,681

866

2,063

1,056

8,267

748,960

22,103

Source : Department of Fisheries, Fisheries Statistics Sub-Division. Freshwater Fishfarm

Production 1987. No.7/1989, Bangkok, Thailand: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-

operatives, 1989, pp. 19-88.
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2.2 Fish Production in Northeast Region

The northeast region comprises about one third of the country's total area (Figure 2.3).

The region consists primarily of wavy highlands with salty and sandy soils which have

poor capability of holding water and are generally poor in plant nutrients. This region

receives reasonable annual rainfall (approximately 30 percent of the totai country's annual

rainfall), but unfortunately the pattern of rainfall over the year is extreme. There is

generally flooding in the rainy season (June-October) and drought in the dry season

(March-May).

There are three main types of water sources for this region. The first type consists

of rivers and canals. The rivers include the Chi nver (442 km.), Mool river (673 km.),

and Mekong river (4,335 km.), which are the three major rivers in this region [20].

Minor rivers include the Kam dver, Songkram river, Loei river and Phong river. The

second major source of water is reservoirs. Based on a survey by the Department of

Fisheries in 1987, there are S34reservoirs in thisregion with atotal areaof 1,186,855.55

rai.a The third source of water is natural and man-made swamps. There were 3,795

natural swamps and 1,261 man-made swamps covering a total area of 448,811.84 rai and

70,284.35 rai respectively. The total fishery production from these three groups was

37,190 metric tons in 1987 [8].

Fish farming in this region primarily consists of pond culture and paddy-field

culrure. There was a total of 28,519 fishfarms in 1987. 24,072 farms employed pond

culrure, and, 4,433 farms employed paddy-field culture. Other farms employed ditch

a I rai = 1,600 square meters = 0.4 acre = 0.i6 hecLare.

12



culture and cage culture. The total output for all farms was 7,047 metric tons of

freshwater fish in 1987 (Table 2.5).

As presented in the Table 2.6, the major fteshwater fish produced in this area are

Tawes (Puntius gonionotus), Nile Tilapia (TíIapía níIotica), and Common Carp (Cyprínus

carpio). These three species account for about 85 percent of the region's total freshwater

fish production.

Table 2.5 : Northeast Freshwater Aquaculture by Type of Culture, 1987

Source : Department of Fisheries, Fisheries Statistics Sub-Division. Freshwater Fishfarm
Production 1987. No.7/1989, Bangkok, Thailand: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-
operatives, 1989, pp.21-98.

T3

Total Cage Pond Ditch Paddy-
fïeld

No. of fishfarms

Area of fishfarms (rai)

Production (metric tons)

28,519

47,725

1,047

J

i

5

24,012

29,727

5,960

11

2l

1

4,433

L7,970

1,081



Figure 2.3: Northeast Region and the Study Area
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Table 2.6: "lhe Northeast's Total Production of Fishfarms

by Species, 1987

Common Name Scientifïc Name
Quantity Value

(1,000
Baht)m.tons Vo

Total

Tawes
Nile Tilapia
Common Carp
Rohu
Chinese Carp
Striped Snake Head
Freshwater Catfish
Mrigal
Others

Puntíus gonionotus
Tilapia nilotica
Cyprinus carpio
Labeo rohíta
Hypohthalmichthys
Ophicephalus striatus
Clarias spp.
Cirrhina mrígala

7,047.0

2,302.6
2,159.1
i,550.9

254.9
2t5.2
172.1

ttz.5
107.5
r71.6

100

5t
3t
22
4
J

2
2
1

2

r81,142.37

58,183.02
52,845.63
39,418.43
6,060.96
5,380.10
6,424.3r
4,474.35
2,620.r3
5.135.44

Source: Department of Fisheries, Fisheries Statistics Sub-Division. Freshwater Fishfarm
Production 1987. No.7/1989, Bangkok, Thailand: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-
operatives, 1989.

2.3 Demand and Supply of Fish Seed in Northeast Region

Based on a study by Khon Kaen University, the demand for freshwater fish in the

Northeastregion is approximately 394,981 metric tons a year [13]. When compared to

freshwater fish supply within the region, there is about 350,000 metric tons a year of

excess demand for freshwater fish. This excess demand must be met by fish imports

15



from other regions (primarily the Central region) and by increases in regional fish

production on fishfarms.

In 1986 the total number of fishfarms in the Northeast was 22,332 with an area

of 36,484 rai and total production of 5,803 metric tons. In the following year the number

of fishfarms increased to 28,519 with an area of 47,725 rai and total production of 7 ,047

metric tons (Table 2,7).

Table 2.7: Comparisons of the Number, Area, and Production of

Freshwater Fishfarms in Northeast Region between 1986 and 1987

1986 1987 Sr Vo^

Number of Farm (farms)

Area (rai)

Production (metric tons)

)) ??)

36,484

5,803

28,519

47,125

7,047

+6,187

+1I,241

+I,244

+27.70

+30.81

+21.44

Source: Department of Fisheries, Fisheries Statistics Sub-Division. Freshwater Fishfarm
Production 1987. No.7/1989, Bangkok, Thailand: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-
operatives, 1989.
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The increase in both number and area of fishfarms led to an increase in demand

for fish seed, which is the main input for fish farming. Unfortunateiy there is no data

about the demand for fish seed in the Northeast region. However, it can be roughly

approximated from the following formula:

(2.1) Total fish seed required = Total amount of fish produced
Survival rate

Where;

Total amount of fish produced = Total weieht of fish produced

Weight/fish at harvesting time

Total weight of fish produced = Total production

Weighy'fish at harvesting time = Harvesting size

Therefore (2.1) can be rewritten as;

(2.2) Total fish seed required = Totai production
(Harvesting size)(Survival rate)

Since the harvesting size and survival rate differ from species to species, the total

fish seed required has to be computed by species. Assume that the average harvesting

size is 0.4 kg. for Rohu, Chinese Carp, and Mrigal and 0.2 kg. for other species. The

survival rate is 707o for every species except Chinese Carp, which has a survival rate of
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60Vo 1221. By using total fish farm production in 1987 from Table 2.6, the total fish seed

required can be computed from equation (2.2) as shown in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8: Total Fish Seed Required for Fish Farming in Northeast Region z 1987

Species
Total

Production
(m.tons) (1)

Harvesting
Size (kg)

(2)

Survival
Rate
(3)

Total Fish Seed
Required(million)
(4)=i000(1)lQ)Q)

Total

Tawes
Nile Tilapia
Common Carp
Rohu
Chinese Carp
Mrigal
Others

7,047.0

2,302.6
2,159.1
1,550.9

254.9
2r5.2
107.5

4s6.8

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2

0.7
0.7
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.1

48.48

16.45
75.42
11.08
0.91
0.90
0.38
3.26

Based on equation (2.2), approximately 48.48 million fish seed were required by

Northeast fishfarms in 1987. Given an increase in number and a¡ea of fishfarms in this

region, it is reasonable to believe that the demand for fish seed is now greater than 48.48

million. Furthermore if the number of fish seed being released into various water sources

in order to increase fisheries capability is also considered, the total demand for fish seed

in this region will be very much higher than 50 million. For example, if every year the

DOF has to release fish seed at the rate of 1,000 per rai into at least 10 percent of the
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total area of all water sources in the Northeast region (2 million rai), the total amount of

fish seed to be released will be about 200 million a year. Therefore, the total demand for

fish seed for both fîshfarms and water resources management will be approximately 250

million.

On the supply side, there are two groups of fish seed suppliers. The fi¡st group

is private hatchery farms which consisted of only 41 farms in the Northeast region in

1987 L9l. Although data on fish seed production by these farms is unavailable, the total

fish seed supplied by these 41 farms can be calculated from a study by Tomich [25].

Tomich found that the average production of fish seed per farm is approximately 2.5

miilion per year. Therefore total supply of fish seed from 41 hatchery farms in this region

may approximate 102.5 million.

The second $oup of fish seed suppliers is the DOF's fishery stations recently

located in every province of the Northeast. These stations produce at least i00 million

fish seed per year.

In sum, the total supply of fish seed

million per yeil (102.5 million from private

DOF's fishery stations).

within the region should be at least 200

hatchery farms and 100 million from the

2.4 Role of the Department of Fisheries in Producing Fish Seed

Fish seed produced by the DOF's fishery stations is normally utilized as follows:

1. release in water bodies for resource management purposes, or, in other

words, to increase fisheries capability of public water sources.
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2. in fisheries biological research.

3. in aquaculture demonstration and extension.

4. as supply for the fish seed market.

From the previous section, it is apparent that the DOF's fishery stations produce

about half of the total fish seed produced in Northeast region, and approximately 70

percent of this is released into water resources. Although the DOF does not want to

compete with private nursery fishfarms in the fish seed market, the DOF has to be in the

market because sometimes supply from private nursery farms is not adequate to meet the

demand.
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Chapter III

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES

Most studies on fisheries production have focuses on the private sector. Few, if any,

studies have been carried out on the government sector. The previous studies on

production analysis of private fish farms are summarizedin this chapter.

A study by Panayotou, Wattanutchariya, Isvilanonda, and Tokrisna 1211, The

economics of catfish farming in cental Thailand, focused on the technology and

economics of private catfish farms in central Thailand. Data was collected from records

of the grow our farms (fish farms that raise fish from fry and fingerling size to marketable

size) in two provinces of the central region. A Cobb-Dougias production function was

used to determine the input-output relationship in this study. The authors defined ouÞut

as yield in kg/m2 of pond area. There were eight inputs included in the model, namely,

number of stocked fingerlings/m2, quantity of trashfish input (kg/m'), quantity of broken

rice input (kg/m'), quantity of rice bran (kg/m2), amount of fuel (kdm') (as a proxy

variable for warer quality), cost of chemical and medication (Baht/m'¡, labour in man-

days/m2, and cost of building, machinery and equipment (Bahlm2).

Furthermore, the authors used dummy variables to test the influences of farm size,

farmers' experience, and farm location on oulput. They classified farm size into three

goups; small, medium, and large. The average number of years in catfish farming was

used to classify farmers by experience into two groups; above average experience, and
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less than average experience. Farm location was classified by the two different area of

the study.

According to econometric results, eighty percent of the variation in oulput could

be explained by stocking rate, feeding rate of trashfish, and broken rice, fuel for pumping

water, chemical and medication applied, size of farm, and experience of the farmer. By

summing up the significant coefficient for eight inputs, the authors concluded that

increasing returns-to-scale exists for cathsh farming in the study area. The authors also

recommended whether the level of each input should be increased or decreased, under the

assumption of profit maximization, by comparing the value of marginal product with price

of the corresponding input. However, they did not detennine the optimum level of each

input.

Chong, Lizarondo, Holazo, and Smith [3] used grow out private milkfish farms as

samples for their study, Inputs as related to output in milffish production in the

PhíIippines. A Cobb-Douglas production function was also applied in order to estimate

the input-output relationship of milkfîsh production. Data was collected by recall and

record keeping surveys from 324 farms among seven provinces of the Philippines. There

were eleven inputs specified in the model: age of ponds, quantity of fry stocked, quantity

of fingerlings stocked, acclimatization time before stocking, hired labour, miscellaneous

operating costs, experience of respondent, cost of pesticides, quantity of organic

fertilizers, quantity of inorganic fertilizers, and farm size.

The results of their srudy showed that quantity of fry and fingerlings stocked,
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miscellaneous operating cost, age of ponds, and fertilizers (both organic and inorganic)

were important inputs in explaining output.

Unlike the results from the study by Panayotou, et al., the economies of scale in

this study was determined by summing up all coefficients in the model irrespective of

whether or not they were statistically significant. Increasing returns-to-scale was found

for the national level model which defined input variables on a "per/farm" basis. This

study also assumed that farmers are profit maximizers, and determined the optimum level

of input by equating the value of marginal product to input price given the geometric

mean level of input and output prices.

Tomich 's study 125), A Review of Private Seedfish Production in Northeast ThaíIand,

focused on the production of private hatchery farms in the Northeast region of Thailand.

Unfortunately, the author did not aim to determine the input-ouçut relationship, instead,

he was interested in cost and return from the production process.

However, his results indicated that among inputs used in the process of producing

fish seed, feed and labour were the most significant inputs generating operating costs.

One of the objectives of Purba's study [22], "An Economic Study of Fry Production

Systems in Northeast Thailand", was the derivation of a production function for private

hatchery fish farms in Northeast Thailand. The data used for the analysis was collected

from 67 private hatchery farms in eight provinces. The author also employed a Cobb-

Douglas functional form to estimate the input-ouçut reiationship. His model included
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six input variables: land, hired labour, manure, fuel and electriciry, chemicais, hormone

and pituitary gland, and feed. The author also considered differences in farm location by

use of a dummy variable for rainfed area and irrigated area.

From the estimated results, three inputs, namely labour, manure, and energy, have

significant effect in explaining output. The results further show that oulput is not

influenced by the dummy variable for differences in farm location.

The authors of these studies did not clearly state whether they had tried other functional

forms in estimating production functions. However, they gave the reasons for selecting

the Cobb-Douglas functional form: its convenient properties [2i], its fit with the data as

indicated by the F-value and R2 [3], and it appropriateness when sample size is small

122).

In confrast many recent studies of agricultural production have employed translog

functional forms, which are more general than Cobb-Douglas functions. For example, a

study by Lau and Yotopoulus [16], "The Meta-Production Function Approach to

Technological Change in World Agriculture", compared results from the estimation of

Cobb-Douglas and translog production functions. They employed cross-section data for

43 countries and three years (1960, 1970, and 1980). The authors classified these

countries into two $oups (developed and less developed countries).

A comparison of econometric estimates for the two specifications demonstrated

significant differences in production elasticities for two inputs (land and machinery),

whereas estimates for the other inputs (labour, livestock, and fertilizer) were similar in
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the two cases. The authors concluded that the translog model was more consistent with

the limited information available in their study'

In sum, the above fishery production studies all specified the foiiowing categories

of variable inputs: stocking rate, feed, fuel, fertilizer, and labour' The estimated coeff,rcient

of these inputs were statistically significant in at least in two out of the four studies'

Translog functional forms should be considered as well as the Cobb-Douglas'
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Chapter fV

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter consists of two sections. The first section briefly summarizes the basic

economic theory of production used in this analysis. The second section briefly discusses

the functional forms that were selected for this study.

4.1 Production Analysis

In the microeconomic theory of the firm, a firm produces commodities by transforming

inputs into ouçuts in accordance with its production function. The production function

can be generally written as:

Y (y,x) = o(4.r)

where x is an n-dimensional vector of non-negative inputs, and y is an (m-n)-dimensional

vector of non-negative outputs.

In the case of single output (4.1) can be rewritten as:

(4.2) y = .f(x)
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where f(x) is defined to be single valued; that is, for any unique combination of inputs

x there corresponds a unique level of output y. In other words, the production function

yields the maximum output for an arbitrary input vector [2].

Many implications can be drawn from the estimated production function such as:s

(i) Factor Elasticity (Ei), also called "Partial Elasticity of Production".

This measures the percentage change in ouçut due to a percentage change in an input

while all other inputs are held constant.

(4.3) 7o change in y
Vo change in x,

ây/ðx,

Ylxi

MPPi
APPi

where y is output, x, is input i, MPP is the marginal physical product, and APP is the

average physical product.

(ii) Elasticity of Scale (e), also called "Total Elasticity of Production" or

"Function Coefficient". This measures the percentage change in ouçut as all inputs are

varied in proportion. The elasticity of scale can be derived by summing up all the factor

elasticity in the function.

5 the detail of these implications can be found in va¡ious economics text books, such as The Economics
of Production by Beattie and Taylor l1), Microeconomic Theory : A Mathematical Approacå by Henderson

and Quandt ll2), Microeconomic Analysis by Va¡ian [26].

Ei
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(4.4) SEuiLi i=1,........,n

The elasticity of scale is a measure of the retuns-to-scale of production function.

If e is not constant but depends on the level of inputs, then the retums-to-scale differs

from point to point on the production surface. On the other hand, if e is constant, then

the production function is a homogeneous function, or it exhibits constant proportional

returns.

If e = 1, the production function exhibits "constant returns-to-scale" which is one

type of a homogeneous function. This implies that output will increase in the same

proportion as all inputs.

If e < 1, the production function exhibits "decreasing returns-to-scale" in which

the proportionate increase in output is less than the proportionate increase in all inputs.

If e > 1, the production function exhibits "increasing returns-to-sca1e" in which

the proportionate increase in output is greater than the proportionate increase in all inputs.

(iii) Profit Maximization. The first-order conditions for an interior profit

maximum (under perfect competition) are that the value of marginal physical product of

each input is equal to its price.

(4.s) vMPi : p.MPP,

where VMPi is the value of marginal

p is price of output

physical product of input x,

wi
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MPPi is the marginal physical product of input xt

w, is price of input x'

(iv) Cost Minimization. The first-order conditions for an interior cost

minimum a.re that the marginal rate of technical substitution between each input pair is

equal to their price ratio.

(4.6) MRTSij = (MPPiY(MP|) = w,/wj

where MRTSij is the marginal rate of technical substitution between input x' and

input x,.

4.2 Functional Forms for Production Functions

Since the true relationship between inputs and output are not known, a difficult task for

researchers is how to specify a model that closely approximates the unknown functional

form of production process. For this study Cobb-Douglas and translog functional forms

are specified.

These two functional forms were selected for three reasons.6 (a) their simplicity

in econometric estimation of production functions and in the derivation of factor

elasticities and elasticity of scale, (b) the translog is a flexible functional form, and (c)

the Cobb-Douglas is nested within the translog function, and this facilitates statistical

discrimination between the two models.

6 A CES production function was also considered initially in this study, but initial econometric results

were unreåsonable. Therefore, the CES model was excluded from this study.
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(i) Cobb-Douglas Production Function. Originally the Cobb-Douglas production

function contained only two inputs, capital (K) and labour (I-), and it was assumed to be

homogeneous of degree 1 in capital and labour, which implied constant returns-to-scale

tsl.

(4.7) y = O1ço¡{t-o)

Later on the Cobb-Douglas function was generalized to more than two inputs and

for all types of the returns-to-scale. The general functional from was changed to be

(4.8) y = cf,x,ßi..........xn0n

where x, = input i, ß, is the partial elasticity of input X¡, âfld Ðß, is the returns-to-scale

parameter. Production is increasing, constant, or decreasing returns-to-scale if Ðß, is

gfeater than, equal to, or less than unity, respectively.

Some cha¡acteristics of the Cobb-Douglas production function can be summa¡ized

as follow [5]:

- homogeneous of degree Iß, which is the retums-to-scale parameter

- partial elasticity of production for input i is determined by ß,, and is

constant

- all input must be used for output to be produced

- there is no finite output maximum at a finite level of input used
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- for a given set of parameters, the function can represent only one stage

of production.

(ii) Translog Production Function. One criterion for seiecting the appropriate

functional form is that the form should not place prior restrictions on properties of the

production function that are of empirical interest. A flexible functional form such as the

translog meets this criterion more adequately than the Cobb-Douglas functional form

previously discussed. The Cobb-Douglas implies that ail elasticities of substitution are

equal to one, whereas the translog does not impose such restrictive properties on the

production function. More generally the translog provides a second order Taylor series

approximation to the unknown true production function (and the Cobb-Douglas only

provides a first order approximation) [2,4].

The translog production function is the most popular flexible function form

employed in applied research. The general form of the translog production function can

be written as:

(4.e) lny a + lß,lnx, +'LÐ ¡!ô¡¡(lnx,)(lnx,)

From equation (4.9) it can be seen that one problem with this functional form is

that the number of parameters increases exponentially as the number of inputs included

in the equation increases. Therefore, as the number of variables increase, this form

requires a larger sample size in order to have sufficient degrees of freedom for

economefric estimation. Another potential problem with this form is that, because it was
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derived as a second order Taylor series approximation to a true function, it will best

represent the unknown true functional form if the va¡iation in the data set is low.

Otherwise a third or higher order Taylor series approximation may be more appropriate,

but this would lead to an exponential increase in number of parameters to be estimated.
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Chapter V

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this chapter is to develop an econometric model for estimating the

production function of fish seed for the Northeast fishery stations. The chapter begins

with the econometric model developed for the production function estimation, and

definition of the variables included in the model. The second part of this chapter

discusses the methods used for the analysis. The last discusses on data collection.

5.1 Models and Variables

In general, the aggregate production function for fish seed can be specified as:

(s.1) Y = f(BS, LI, FU, LB, FD, FR)

where Y = number of fish seed produced per square metre of pond area

BS = quantity of female broodstock used in breeding process

(kgm')

LI = quantiry of lime applied (baglm'z)

FU = quantity of fuel (diesel) used (litre/m2)

LB = labour in man-days/m2

FD = ag$egate feed input quantity index (quantities weighted by

1987 feed prices) lBaht/m2)
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aggegate fertilizer input quantity index (quantities

weighted by 1987 fertilizer prices) (Baht/m2)

Since both cross-section and time-series data were used in this study, dummy variables

for iocation and time were included in the model.

There are 11 different locations of the sample stations (one in each province), but

due to the small number of observations it was impossible to assign one dummy variable

for each location. Therefore, the 11 northeast provinces were aggregated into 3 goups.

The first group was the upper northeast which comprises 4 provinces namely Loei, Udon

Thani, Nong Khai, and Sakon Nakhon. The provinces in this group are located along the

Mekong river except for Udon Thani which is a bit further inland. The second group was

the central northeast consisting of 3 provinces, namely Khon Kaen, Maha Sarakham, and

Kalasin. There are two major reservoirs located in this group, Ubonratana reservoir in

Khon Kaen, and Lam Pao reservoir in Kalasin. The last group was the lower northeast

including Ubon Ratchathani, Surin, Burirum, and Nakhon Ratchasima. The Mool river

is the major water source for this goup. This river passes through Nakhon Ratchasima,

Burirum, Surin, and joins Mekong river at Ubon Ratchathani.

Two dummy variabies, L, and L2, were created to ropresent the 3 different goup

of provinces.

i if the station is located in the upper Northeast, or = 0 otherwise

1 if the station is located in the lower Northeast, or = 0 otherwise.

FR

L,=

Lz=
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Figure 5.1: Major Water Sources in Northeast Region

tq Fishery Station

[| Reservoir

Source: Ruangrai Tokrisna, et al. "Analysis of Fish Marketing and Consumption in
Northeast Thailand." Research paper, Bangkok, Thailand: Department of
Agricultural Economics, Kasersart Univ., July 1989, p.8.
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Two other dummy variables, T, and T2, were created in order to represent

differences in time period.

Tr = 1 if data was collected from the f,rscal year 1987, or = 0 otherwise

Tz = | if data was collected from the fiscal year 1988, or = 0 otherwise.

In general, water quality depends on the level of dissolved oxygen, pH level, water

remperature, etc. Water quality is important in fish seed production function since it can

affect the marurity of broodstock, the development of fertilized eggs and larvae, etc.

Unfortunately, there was no quantitative data on water quality available for this study.

On the other hand, it was possible to assess quantitatively whether fisheries had sufficient

access to water. This will be referred to as the water condition.

The water condition was classified into 3 levels. The first level occurs when water

is below normal condition. For example, water may not be adequate for the production

process due to drought, or water may be polluted. The second level occurs when water

is in normal condition, i.e. water is adequate for the production process. The third level

occurs when water is above normal condition. For example fishery station may be

located near a reservoir which can always supply wate as requested by the fishery

station, or alternatively water may be unusually high in soil nutrients. Therefore, two

dummy variables, W, and Wr, were created to represent water condition.

Wl - 1 if water condition is below normal, or = 0 otherwise

Wz = 1 if water condition is above normal, or = 0 otherwise.

Finally, there were three types of breeding technique used among frshery stations

during the period of study: pituitary gland, hormone, and both. Accordingly, dummy
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variables BT, and BT, were created where:

BTr = 1 if only pituitary gland was used, or = 0 otherwise

BT2 = 1 if both pituitary gland and hormone were used, or = 0 otherwise.

The general model, equation (5.1), after incorporating these 8 dummy variables

can be written as:

(5.2¡ Y = f(BS,LI,FU,LB,FD,FR,W,,W2,BTþBT2,Lt,l2,T,,Tr)

5.1.1 Cobb-Douglas Model. In the Cobb-Douglas case, equations (5.1) and (5.2)

can be written in logarithmic form as:

(5.3) lnY = cr + ßnrlnBS + ßr,lnl-l + ß-lnFU + ßrnlnl-B + flolnFD +

ß*lnFR + e

(5.4) lnY = cr + ßurlnBS + ßr,lnl-l + ß*lnFU + ßrulnl-B + flolnFD +

ßolnFR + d,Vy', + drW, + drBT, + doBT, + drl-, + d6L2 +

drT,+drTr+e

where cr is a constant term

ß, is the parameter for input x¡; i = BS, LI, FU, LB, FD, and FR

d, is the parameter for each dummy variable

e is the error terrn.
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Here the disturbance e is assumed to be additive in the logarithmic form.

5.1.2 Translog Model. For the translog functional form, the production function

(5.1) and (5.2) canbe written as:

(5.5) lnY = cx + lß,lnx,+,t2 rlô¡(lnx,Xlnx,) + e

(5-6) lnY = a + tß,lnx,+r"Ð il¡ô¡(lnx,)(lnx.,) + d,W, + drWr+ drBT, +

doBTr + 4L, + 4L, + drT, + drT, + e

where cr is a constant terrn

ß, is the parameter for input x¡; i = BS, LI, FU, LB, FD, and FR

ôu is the paramerer for input x, and input xj; i and j = BS, LI, FU, LB, FD,

and FR

d, is the paramerer for each dummy variable

e is the error term.

5.2 Methods of Analysis

The models developed in the previous section were assumed to be single equation mod.els,

where output is an endogenous variable and inputs are all exogenous variables.T The

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method was used in order to esrimate the Cobb-Douglas

7 the production function was also estimated by two-suge least. squares, assuming that input levels are
endogenous and depend on prices of inputs and output. Result are presented in Appendix E.



model and the translog model. The r distribution was employed to test hypothesis of the

significance of individual estimated coefficients. The F distribution was employed to test

joint hypotheses. Confidence intervals were constructed for factor elasticities (E), the

elasticity of scale (e), and the first-order conditions of profit maximization and cost

minimization.

The computer program used to run the model was SHAZAM, which is an

econometrics computer program primarily developed by Kenneth J. White, Department

of Economics, University of British Columbia [27].

5.3 Data Collection

Data used in this study was collected from eleven No¡theast fishery stations covering

three fiscal years, October 1,198'7 - September 3i,1989. Most of the data was collected

from the station records and annual reports. Interviews of fisheries biologists and staff

who are responsible for producing fish seed in each station were also conducted in order

to obtain some of the desired information.

Details of data collected are as follows.

5.3.1 Output (Y). Output in this study is defined as the number of total

fish seed produced per square meÍe of ea¡th pond by each fishery station in the period

of study. As previously mentioned, there are more than one species of fish seed

produced. Output Y, therefore, consists of:

(a) Nile Tilapia (Tilapia nilotica) : Y,,

(b) Common Carp (Cyprinus carpio) :Y",
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(c) Tawes (Puntius gonionotus) : Y,*

(d) Rohu (Labeo rohita) : Y,n

(e) Mrigal (Cirrhina mrigala) : Y^,

(Ð Others : Y.

In other words, 
" 

- Yrn* Y." * Y,* * Y.r,4Y-s * Yo. Although the dataon

production of fish seed can be classified by species, data for inputs used by species was

not available. Therefore this study cannot determine the fish seed production function by

species. Furthermore, during the interviews people responsible for f,rsh seed production

stated that each species has the same production process. The product of each species

then should be treated as the same product, and can be aggregated into one single

product.

5.3.2 Input. Input variables included in this study are:

- Broodstock (BS): broodstock means total weight (kg) of female

broodstock used in the breeding process per square metre of ea¡th pond. This was the

only input that can be allocated by species.

- Lime (LI): the variable LI was defined as the total quantity of

lime used (bag) in the production process per square metre of earth pond. Normally, lime

is applied ro an earth pond prior to draining water in order to eliminate fish predators and

organisms carrying disease.

- Fuel (FU): input FU is dehned as the total quantity of diesel used

(litre) for warer pumps per square metre of earth pond in the production process. This

variable was intended as a proxy for the number of water pumps, because data on the
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number of water pumps was unavailable.

- Labour (LB): labour was measured in man-days per square metre

of earth pond.

- Aggregate Feed Input Quantity Index (FD): this variable was

defined in terms of 1987 prices by summing up the quantities of feeds used (e.g. rice

bran, broken rice, fish meal, bean meal) weighted by their 1987 price.

- Aggregate Fertilizer Input Quantity Index (FR): fertilizers are

sometimes applied to the pond in order to increase fish nutrients. This includes both

organic and inorganic fertiiizers. This variable was defined in terms of 1987 prices by

summing up the quantities of fertilizers weighted by their 1987 prices.

5.3.3 Price. Prices of variables included in this study are as follows:

- Output Price (p): output price was constant at 0.10 Baht per unit

of fish seed. This is the price that fishery stations use for selling fish seed to farmers.

- Input Prices (w): for each observation, price of each input was

determined from the total cost of input and the amount of the corresponding input used.

For the aggregate feed input quantity index, price was then assumed to be equal to 1 Baht

in 1987, and for the other two years, prices of this input were calculated from dividing

actual value of feed input in each year by the aggegate feed input quantity index in the

corresponding year. The same procedure was used in the determination of price of the

aggregate fertilizer input quantity index.s

t delails of the determination of the aggregate feed input quantity index, ttre aggegate fertilizer input
quantity index, and their prices are presented in Appendix A.
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5.4 Normalization of Data

Based on preliminary regression results (not reported here), it was not clear that pond area

was a significant input in fish seed production. A possible explanation for this is that

pond area may serve as a physical medium of fish seed production that does not influence

production at the margin over a broad range of input combinations, and managers may

always choose to operate fisheries within this range. When the coefficient of pond area

was significant in these initial regressions, its marginal product was estimated as negative

rather than as positive (suggesting that pond area was serving as a proxy for omitted

variables).

As a result, it was decided to normalize outputs and inputs by pond size and

otherwise exclude this input from specified production functions (this practice is also

followed, without explanation, in other empirical studies of fish production). This

fransformation is strictly correct only if production is constant returns to scale in pond

area and other inputs (pond area may be either significant or insignificant in production

over observed ranges of inputs); but at least this transformation provides a consistent

treatment of pond area under this assumption irrespective of whether pond size influences

output at the margin. Moreover pond area was statistically insignificant as an additional

separate variable in models where output and inputs are normalized on pond area, which

suggests either constant returns to scale in production using pond area and other inputs,

or that pond area is insignificant in production over observed ranges of inputs. Constant

returns to scale in pond area and other inputs appears to be contradicted by our estimates

below of increasing returns to scale in other inputs.
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If pond area does influence production over observed combinations of inputs and

there are increasing returns to scale in production, then the calculations of returns to scale

reported in this study are likely to underestimate returns to scale (when pond size as well

as other inputs is treated as a variable input).
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Chapter VI

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

The first section of this chapter reports econometric resuits for Cobb-Douglas and translog

production functions. A comparison of these results is presented in the second section

of this chapter. In the last section, one of the estimated models was selected to represent

the production function for fish seed produced by the Northeast fishery srations, and

implications of estimates for this production function are discussed.

6.1 The Estimated Production Function

The economeric results for production function specified in the previous chapter were

presented in this section.

6.1.1 Cobb-Dougtas Model

The Cobb-Douglas production function written in logarithmic form is:

(6.1) lnY = 
'+ßurlnBS 

+f3r,lnl-l +ß*lnFU+ßrolnl-B +ß-lnFD+

ß*lnFR + e

Estimates of equation (6.1) suggested that ourpur was significanrly influenced by only 2

inputs, namely broodstock (BS) and labour (LB). The other inpurs lime (LI), fuel (FU),

feed (FD), and fertilizers (FR) were nor sratisrically significant (Table 6.1).
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The 8 dummy variables representing

technique (BT, and BTr), iocation (I-, and Lr),

to the model in order to test thei¡ effects on

Douglas model, also in logarithmic form, was:

water condition (W, and Wr), breeding

and time period (T, and Tr) were added

the output level. Therefore, the Cobb-

cr + ßurlnBS + ß*lnFU + ßLBlnLB + ßFDlnFD + drvy'r + 4W,

+ d3BTr + doBT, + drl-, + d6L2 + drT, + drT, + e

cr + ß"rlnBS + ßr,lnl-l + ß*lnFU + ßrulnl-B + fJrolnFD +

ß*lnFR + d1\ür + drW, + d3BTl + doBT, + dsl-l + d*Lz +

drT,+drTr+e

Estimates of equation (6.2) suggested 4 significant inpurs: broodstock (BS), fuel (FU),

labour (LB), and feed (FD). For the dummy variables, only rhe coefficient of W, (water

condition above normal) was statistically significant.

The adjusted R2 increased from 0.9372 in equation (6.I) to 0.9726 in equation

(6'Z¡. It was decided to keep all dummy variables in the model, while inputs lime (I-f

and fertilizers (FR) were removed. These 2 inputs were removed because neither of them

was statistically significant in either estimation, and the hypothesis that the coefficients

of both inputs are equal to zero (ß' = ßm = 0) was also accepted (the calculated F-value

=0.83,whiletheF-value at95Vo confidencelevelwith 2and,lSdegreesof freedom=

3.52). Hence the model was respecified as:

(6.2) lnY
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Estimates of equation (6.3) indicated that coefficients of all remaining inputs were

statistically signifîcant. However, for the dummy variables, only W, was signiflicant. The

joint F-test that the coefficients for BTr, BTz, Ly L2, T, and T, are aJl equal zero was

accepted (the calculated F-value = 1.22, while the F-value at95Vo confidence level with

6 and 20 degrees of freedom = 2.60). Therefore, the model was respecified and was re-

estimated again with 4 input variables and 2 dummy variables representing water

conditions (W, and Wr).

(6.4) lnY cr + ßurlnBS + ß*lnFU + ßrnlnl-B + ß-lnFD + drwl + 4W,

+e

(6.4.a)

Estimates of equation $.$ (Table

significant, and adjusted R2 = 0.9717.

function is:

6.1) showed that all coefficienrs were statistically

The estimate of this f,rnal Cobb-Douglas production

8.3983 + 0.384061n8S + 0.107571nFU + 0.726871nL8 +

0.236681nFD - 0.14948Wr + 0.33758W2

of the Cobb-Douglas, rhe facror elasticity (Ei) was

Therefore, the elasticities of each input included in the

lnY

Given this final estimate

derived from the formula Ei = ß;.

equation (6.4) are:
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(6.5) Eu, = ßu, = 0.38406

EFU=ßFU=0.10757

E,-" .= ßr" = 0.12618

EFD=ßFD=0-23668

and rhe elasticity of scale (e), which is the summation of Ei, is 1.45509. An elasticity

of scale gïearer than one implies that the Cobb-Douglas production function, equation

(6.4), exhibits increasing returns-to-scale.
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Table 6.1: The Estimated Cobb-Douglas Production Function "

Variables nï¿afion Elt"tion Elt^ilo' ElluÍion

Constant

lnBS

lnLI

lnFU

lnLB

lnFD

lnFR

wr

w2

BTt

BT,

Lr

L2

Tl

T2

9.1856-.
(0.40869)

0.45007".
(0.084e1)

0.02159
(0.01364)

0.1 1 830
(0.07848)

0.78611..
(0.12993)

0.03635
(0.1 1 176)

0.00463
(0.01147)

8.5472".
(0.31305)

0.37851"
(0.06675)

0.00359
(0.00ee8)

0.74799.
(0.0s7s6)

0.72500.
(0.0923s)

0.21867"
(0.08396)

0.01091
(0.00876)

-0.04463
(0.10818)

0.38593.
(0.r0797)

-0.12999
(0.108ee)

-0.02110
(0.10323)

0.03193
(0.09791)

-0.11372
(0.10e8)

0.12460
(0.08954)

0.1 1 859
(0.08e00)

8.4812"
(0.29240)

0.38849.-
(0.06ss8)

0.12336..
(0.04854)

0.73852".
(0.077s1)

0.26203".
(0.07081)

-0.03397
(0.i06s8)

0.37601-
(0.10651)

-0.t4341
(0.i0653)

-0.0571 1
(0.09843)

0.00989
(0.09382)

-0.13458
(0.10463)

0.1 3855
(0.086s5)

0.09229
(0.08282)

8.3983".
(0.2s120)

0.38406-.
(0.0s876)

0.10757.
(0.04se2)

0.72678""
(0.0780s)

0.23668."
(0.0672r)

-0.r4948-
(0.0780e)

0.33758..
(0.081s6)

R2
S
SSE
MSE

0.9372
0.24449
r55420
0.05911

0.9726
0.1 6146
0.46924
0.02607

0.973r
0.16009
0.51260
0.02563

0.97 rl
0.16427
0.70108
0.02696

I Numbers in parentheses are standard error of estimated coefficients
"" Statistically 'sienificant at the 95Va confidence level-' Statisticalli siEnificant at the 997o confidence level- Inclusion óf th-e variable in the regression was not attempted
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6.1.2 Translog Model

The general form of the translog production function with only six input

variables can be written as:

(6.6) lnY = cr + lß,lnx, +11Ð iE¡ð¡¡(lnx,)(lnx,) + e

i = BS,LI,FU,LB,FD,FR

J = BS,LI,FU,LB,FD,FR

This model was first estimated by including only six input variables, and then two

pairs of dummy variables were added (with 6 input variables and 33 observations, only

4 dummy variables can be incorporated into the translog model at a time). For the model

with only 6 input variables, all coefficient (excluding the intercept) were statistically

insignificant. When the dummy va¡iables were included, only 2 coefficients of input

v¿Lriables were signif,cant.

The translog model was adjusted by removing inputs lime (LI) and fertilizers (FR)

from the model, and adding all 8 dummy variables into the model. The resulting translog

production function was:

(6.1) lnY cr + ßu.lnBS + ß-lnFU + ßrrlnlB + ß-lnFD + ôoror(lnBS)' +

ô**(tnFU)' + ôrrru(lnl-B)2 + ô--(lnFD)t + ô"r*lnBSlnFU +

õorrulnBSlnLB + ôur-lnBSlnFD + õ*r"lnFUlnLB +

$FUFDInFUInFD + qBÐhLBlnFD + d,W, + drW, + d3BTl + drBT,

+ drl-, + duL, + drT, + QT, + e
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Lime (LI) and fertilizers (FR) were excluded from the model for two reasons. First, these

two inputs were insignificant in the simpler Cobb-Douglas model. Second, the joint

hypothesis that these two inputs are insignificant in the translog model (6.6) was not

rejected (the calculated F-value for this restriction was 4.40, while the critical F-value at

95Vo confidence level with 13 and 3 degrees of freedom was 8.79).

The estimated coefficients of equation (6.7) were insignificant except for V/, and

the intercept. Accordingly three hypotheses were tested. The first hypothesis was that

this translog production function (6.7) can be reduced to a Cobb-Douglas, i.e. all second-

order coefficients equal zero, ô,, = 0, (all ij). Therefore, the restricted model can be

written as:

(6.8) lnY cr + ßorlnBS + ß*lnFU + ßrulnl-B + ß-lnFD + d,W, + d2W2 +

d3BTr + d4BT2 + drl-, + duLr+ drT, + drT, + e

The second hypothesis was that all second-order cross coefficients equal zero, i.e.

ð,j = for all i * j. The restricted model for this hypothesis can then be written as:

(6.9) lnY cr + ßorlnBS + ßr'lnFU + ßrulnl-B + ß-lnFD + ôurur(inBS)2 +

ô,.j,.r(lnFu)'+ è-uru(lnl-B)2 + ð--(lnFD)t + d,W, + dzWz + d3BTl

+ doBT, + d5l-l + 4L, + drT, + drT, + e
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The third hypothesis was that all the second-order own coefficients are equal to

zero, i.e. ðii = o for all i. The restricted model for this hypothesis is:

(6.10) lnY cr + ß"rlnBS + ß*lnFU + ß,-rlnl-B + ß-lnFD + ôu.*lnBSlnFU +

õo.rulnBSlnl-B + ôurrolnBSlnFD + ô-tulnFUInLB +

Q*-tnFUlnFD + [u-lnLBlnFD + d,W, + drW, + d3BT1 + d4BT2

+ d.I-, + d.uLr+ drT, + d*T, + e

An F-test was employed to test whether or not any of these hypothesis can be

accepted. The F-value for each restricted model was calculated from:

(6.1 1) F-value GSER - SSEJá
SSEu/(n-k-1)

where SSE* is the sum of squared errors from the restricted model, equation (6.8), (6.9),

and (6.10); SSE' is the sum of squared errors from the unrestricted model, equation (6.7);

r is the number of restriction imposed, for example r=4 for the restricted equation (6.10)

since there are 4 coefficients restricted to be zero; and n-k-l is the degrees of freedom

for the unrestricted equation.

The estimates of equations (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10) a¡e shown in Table 6.2,

and the calculated F-value and the critical F-value at a 95Va confidence level are shown

in Table 6.3. From the F-test, the first hypothesis was barely accepted, and the other two

hypotheses were accepted (or more precisely, not rejected). These results suggest that the
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translog model, equation (6.7), should be reduced to be the Cobb-Douglas model.

However, it is obvious f¡om estimates of equation (6.9) and equation (6.10) that a

different conclusion is more appropriate: the coefficient for (InBS)2 in equation (6.9), and

the coefficient for lnFUlnLB in equation (6.10) were statistically significant at a99Va

confidence level.

Consequently, 3 other models were defined by incorporating (lnBS)2, lnFUlnLB,

and both, respectively, into equation (6.8) as follows:

(6.12) lnY ct. + ßurlnBS + ß*lnFU + ß,_rlnl-B + ßFDlnFD +

ðururqlnBs¡2 + d,w, + üw, + drBT, + doBT, + 4L, + üLr+ drT,

+drTr+e

(6.13) lnY cr + ßurlnBS + ß-lnFU + ßrulnl-B + ß-lnFD + QrrulnFUlnLB

d,W, +drWr+d3BT1 +doBTr+drl-, +duL, +drT, +drTr+e
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Constant

lnBS

lnFU

inLB

lnFD

(lnBS)'?

0nFU)'z

(lnl-B)'?

0nFD)2

InBSInFU

lnBSl¡LB

lnBSinFD

lnFUl¡LB

lnFUlnFI)

lnLBlnFD

wr

vy'2

BT'

BTt

Lr

L"

Tr

T2

8.8500"
(2.6130)

-0.77149
(r.1930)

0.71192
(0.63 190)

2.2828
(i.5902)

-0.47955
(1.0233)

0.1 5505
(0.24824)

0.12833
(0.13'761)

0.39411
(0.ss793)

-0.00610
(0.1788s)

-0.39326
(0.26521)

-0.49916
(0.54525)

-0.1 1710
(0.1 69 1 6)

0.5163 8
(0.3551s)

0.04653
(0. I 6768)

-0. r 7898
(0.3s2s4)

0.08465
(0. l 9s00)

0.47918'
(0.253s9)

-0.1285'7
(0.12196)

0.00917
(0. l 0340)

0. I 4507
(0.1 980 1 )

0.29628
(0.29123)

0.08G46
(0.08826)

0.01293
(0.08537)

-0.03397
(0. 1 06s8)

0.37601"
(0.10651)

-0. I 4341
(0.1 06s3)

-0.05711
(0.09843)

0.00989
(0.09382)

-0.1 3458
(0.104ó3)

0.1 3 855
(0.086s5)

0.09229

5.0203"
(1. I 863)

-2.t2&"
(0.79'766)

0.98682'
(0.s34s 1)

0;14722
(0.79428)

0.24034
(0. l 4849)

-0.32733"
(0. l 0169)

0.13 810
(0.01812)

-0.02013
(0.16366)

-0.03357
(0.08069)

-0.04432
(0. l 5278)

0.41203"
(0.123'70)

-0.00701
(0.r0706)

0.06014
(0. I 0302)

0.26411
(0. r2148)

0.25834
(0.25267)

0.04357
(0.08939)

0.00637

-0.21134
(0. l 0234)

-0.09074
(0.16982)

-0.17803
(0.12272)

0.59805"
(0.1730 1 )

0.01232
(0.12s7s)

-0.09196
(0.19700)

-0.03382
(0.1227r)

0.36'752"
(0.09998)

-0.09809
(0.08879)

o.02378
(0.07994)

0.01668
(0.08427)

0.17516
(0.20689)

0.101l4
(0.06826)

0.08105
(0.06249)

0.9841
0.12310
0.15154
0.01515

0,9809
0. I 3495
0.29139
0.01821

0.9871
0.1 I 073
0.t1t64
0.01226

Table 6.2: The Estimated Translog Production Function, Equation (6.7)-(6.10)"

Numbers in parentheses are sl.andard errors of ¡Ie estimared coefficients, - I¡clusion of the variable in regression was no! attempted

Suristically significant at the 95Vo confidence level, " Sudsrically significanr at Lhe 99Vo confidence level
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Hypothesis Calculated F-value Value of Fo.o. Degrees of freedom

1.ô,,=6 foralliandj

t.õ,i=0foralli*j

3'ð,, =Q

2.38

r.54

0.33

2.98

3.22

3.48

10,10

6,10

4,10

Table 6.3: Comparison of the Calculated F-value and the Critical F-value

(6.14) lnY cx + ßnrlnBS + ßrulnFU + ßrulnl-B + ß*lnFD + ôurur(lnBS)2

Q*rrlnFUlnLB + d,W, + 4W, + d3BTl + doBT, + drl-, + duL,

drT,+drTr+e

The results from the estimation of these three equations are presented in Table

6.4, columns 2, 3, and 4. Equation (6.14) provided the best results in the sense that all

coefficients for input variables were statistically significant. However, for the dummy

variables, only the coefficient for W, was statistically significant.

The hypothesis that breeding technique, location of the fishery stations, and the

difference in time period do not significantly affect the output was tested in terms of the

restriction that the coefficients for BT,, BT2, L1, L2,T1, and T, are all equal to zero for

the equation (6.i4). This hypothesis was accepted at95Vo confidence level (the calculated

F-value = I.34, rvhile F-value at95Vo confidence level with 6 and 18 degrees of freedom

= 2.66). Therefore, equation (6.14) was respecified as

+

+
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(6.15) lnY = ø + ßrrlnBS + ß*lnFU + ßrulnl-B + ß-lnFD + ôurrr(inBS)' +

õ*rolnFUlnl-B + d,W, + drW, + e

As shown in Table 6.4 (column 5), all coefficients were statistically signif,rcant except

for the coefficient of W, which represents the effect of water condition when it was below

normal on the output.

Consequently, the translog model was respecified again by removing the dummy

va¡iable W, from the previous model. The final model for the modified translog

production function can then be written as:

(6.16) lnY = u + ßurlnBS + ß*lnFU + ß,_olnl-B + ßnolnFD + ðurur(lnBS)2 +

ô*rolnFulnl-B+d"wr+e

The estimated equation (6.16) (Table 6.4, column 6) was:

(6.16.a)lnY = 7.36 - 0.990781n8S + 0.779141nFU + 1.36611nL8 + 0.301261nFD -

0. 17877(lnBS)2 + 0.25531nFUlnLB + 0.407 I3W z

with an adjusted R2 = 0.9823.
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Table 6.4: The Estimated Translog Production Function,

Equation (6.12) -(6.t6).^

u Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of the estimated coefficients
. 

Statistically significant at the 957o confidence level
". Statistically significant at the 99Va confidence level

- Inclusion of the variable in the regression was not attempted

Variable tffi.Tli"" Eflffi'jl"" Eouation
c6.14)

Eouation6.ls) "ffi.181""

Constant

lnBS

lnFU

lnLB

lnFD

(lnBS)2

lnFUlnLB

wl

Vy'2

BTt

BTt

Lr

L2

Tr

T2

5
(1

-1
(0

0
(0

0
(0

0
(0

-0
(0

62**
s8)

680
044)

844
788)

627"
s7 s)

205.
162)

708.
424)

44
02

30
66

06
04

94
10

T1
07

2t
08

-0.10236
(0.09780)

0.50620.-
(0.r06t1)

0.00807
(0.11094)

r8:?81Éäi

0.19415
(0.10960)

0.25464
(0.177íJ7)

0.11162.
(0.07687)

0.04807
(0.07513)

9.4246""
(0.7rr2r)
0.36524"

(0.06s85)

rB:58Tf?r
i.09380.

(0.25617)

rB:8ã371i

0.20061
(0.13858)

-0.07175
(0.10810)

0.29744.
(0.11705)

-0.20451
(0.11199)

0.09439
(0.09924)

-0.03084
(0.09ss8)

iB:189Í9r
0.13791

(0.08428)

0.1 I 053
(0.08162)

6.1338.-
(r.0124)

ið:36489r.
0.91512.'

(0.31338)

1.54i50..
(0.23671)

o.26249..
(0.07024)

-0.27r14..
(0.07s41)

0.30694.
(0.11261)

iB:åË688r
0.41840..

(0.0977s)

-0.04769
(0.09806)

rB:BÉ46ãr

0.17846
(0.09492)

0.31 175
(0.Ls449)

0.11144
(0.06649)

0.06497
(0.06524)

ógtgg"6)

8994q.;

rB:åã38îr.

rð:313áBr.
0.30900..

(0.06441)

-0.16380..
(0.038s3)

o.28265.
(0.10458)

-0.09314
(0.06122)

0.35461.-
(0.06775)

r8?^lggit
-0.99078..
(0.29rs4)

rBlÃZâ1t
1.3661..

(0.21692)

rB:ôgå3fr.
-o.17877".
(0.0376s)

0.25530.
(0.10457)

0.401r3"r
(0.0s717)

ñ2

$tt
MSE

B?t?9n
0.37984
0.01999

0.9745
0.1ss88
0.46168
0.02430

0.9843
0.12222

B¡Elâ81

0.9829
0.r2736

B¡?,leuT\

0.9823
0.12968
0.42040
0.01682
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From equation (6.16.a) we can seo that while the elasticity of input feed (FD) was

constant at 0.30126, the elasticities of other inputs were not constånt, and varied with the

Ievel of input used. This can be shown by:

(6.17) Ei = ðlnY
ðlnx,

where Ei = elasticity of input x,, i = BS, FU, LB, and FD. Therefore, from (6.16.a) and

(6.17):

(6.18) Eu, = -0.99078 - 2(0.17877)lnBS

(6.19) Enu = 017914 + 0.25531nL8

(6.20) Ern = 1.3661 + 0.25531nFU

(6.21) Eno = 0.30126

Substituting the minimum and the maximum values of inputs broodstock, labour, and fuel

(from Table 6.5) into equations (6.18), (6.19), and (6.20), the range of elasticities are

calculated as follows: -0.11693 to 0.95419 for broodstock @nr), -0.07673 to 0.47182 for

fuel (E*-), and 0.09043 to I.02916 for labour (Eru). At the mean level of these inputs,

E¡s = 0.19441, EH, = 0.22781, ELB = 0.74981, while the elasticity of feed (E-) = 0.30126.

These results are presented in Table 6.6.

The elasticity of scale (e) for this modified translog production function, equation

(6.i6), was also determined by
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(6.22) EE'

Eor*E-*Er"+E-

1.4557 2 - 0.351 54lnBS + 0.2553(lnLB+lnFU)

Obviously, this production function is not a homogeneous function, instead the degree of

returns-to-scale depends on the level of broodstock, labour, and fuel used in the

production process. Substituting the minimum and maximum level of inputs nto (6.22),

give the elasticity of scale ranged from I.26915 to 1.6253I. Using the mean level for

each input, the elasticity of scale is calculated as 1.47329. This result suggests that the

modified translog production function, equation (6.16), exhibits increasing returns-to-scale.
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Input Minimum Maximum Mean

Broodstock : BS (kg/m'?)

Lime : LI (bags/m2)

Fuel : FU Qitre/m2)

Labour : LB (man-days/m2)

Feed : FD (Baht/m2)

Fertilizer : FR (Baht/m2)

0.00434

0.00000

0.00676

0.03500

0.69982

0.00000

0.10267

0.31200

0.26719

0.30006

7.85320

r.29630

0.03634

0.05269

0.08946

0. i i538

3.39850

0.25218

Table 6.5: Minimum, Maximum, and Mean of Input Used

Table 6.6: Factor Elasticities and Elasticitv of Scale of

the Modified Translog Production Function, Equation (6.16)

Elasticities

Level of Input Used

Minimum Maximunr Mean

Eu,

EFU

Eru

ELFD

0.95419

-0.07673

0.09043

030126

-0.r7693

0.47182

1.02916

030t26

0.r944r

0.2218t

0.7498r

0.30t26

€ 1.26915 r.62531 1.41329
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6.1.3 Comparison between the Estimated Cobb-Douglas and the Modified

Translog Production Function

A comparison of econometric results for the Cobb-Douglas production

function, equation (6.4), and the modified translog production function, equation (6.16),

can be summarized as foliows:

(i) the inputs lime (LI), and fertilizers (FR) do not signifrcantly affect the ourput

level in either model

(ii) if the water condition is below normal, ourput will decline for the Cobb-

Douglas model, while water condition is insignificant for the modified translog model

(iii) differences in breeding technique, location, and time period do not

significantly affect output level in either model

(iv) the adjusted R2 of the modified translog model is slightly higher than that of

Cobb-Douglas model. These results are shown in Table 6.7, which also presents

estimates of the conventional translog model with inputs BS, FU, LB, and FD, together

with the dummy variables W, and W, (equation 6.23)

(6.23) lnY = cr + lß,lnx, +l,L il',õ¡¡(lnx,)(lnx,) + d,W, + drW, + e

i = BS, FU, LB, FD

(v) as shown in Table 6.8, at mean level of all inputs used, the output elasticity

for labour (Ern), and the output elasticity for feed (E-) differ slightly between these two

models. However, the output elasticity for broodstock (E"r) in the modified translog
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model is about 50Vo lower than in the Cobb-Douglas model, and the output elasticity for

fuel (E*-.) in the modified translog model is about double the elasticity of the same input

in the Cobb-Douglas model.

(vi) the hypothesis of increasing returns-to-scale is not rejected for either model.

The 95 percent confidence interval for returns-to-scale was between I.33762 - l-57256

for estimates of the Cobb-Douglas model and between I.36916 - L.57142 for estimates

of the modified translog model.

Due to the restrictiveness of the Cobb-Douglas functional form, and econometric

results favoring the modified translog, the modified ranslog function is judged to be more

suitable than the Cobb-Douglas function as a representation of the fish seed production

function. Consequently we will refer oniy to the modified translog model in further

discussion.
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Table 6.7: Comparison between the Estimated Cobb-Douglas Production Function,

Equation (6.4), and the Estimated Modified Translog Production Function, Equation

(6.16)

. 
Statisticalll' sitn't'.ant at the 95Va confidence level

"- Statistically significant at the 99Va confidence level
- Inclusion of the variable in the regression was not attempted

Variables Cobb-Douglas
(equation 6.4)

Modified Translog
(equation 6.16)

Translog
(equation 6.23)

Constant
lnBS
lnFU
lnLB
lnFD
(lnBS)'z
(lnFU)'?
(lnLB)2
(lnFD)2
lnBSlnFu
lnBSlnLB
lnBSlnFD
InFUInLB
inFUInFD
InLBInFD
'wr

w2

8.3983..
0.38406.-
0.10757-.
0.12678".
0.23669.-

-o.t+gqg.
0.33759.

7.3600..
-0.99078.
0.17914.
1.36610.
0.30126.
-0.r7811"

0.25530.

0.407 13.

9.0938.-
-0.03262
0.83601
0.65064
-0.rr193
0.00087
0.1 1 805
-0.2282r
-0.10312
-0.26508
0.02909

-0.25077
0.40213"
0.056s6
0.10624
-0.16136
-0.28428"

R2

S

SSE
MSE

0.9117
0.1642r
0.70108
0.02696

0.9823
0.r2968
0.42040
0.01682

0.9865
0.tr346
0.20597
0.01287
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Table 6.8: Comparison of the Factor Elasticities and the Elasticity of Scale between

the Estimated Cobb-Douglas Production Function, Equation (6.4), and the Estimated

Modified Translog Production Function, Equation (6.16)

" all elasticities of the modified translog production function are calculated mean levels
of inputs

6.2 Interpretation and Implications

Based on the estimates of the modified translog production function, equation (6.16), the

main factors affecting output a¡e broodstock, fuel, labour, feed, and water condition.

These factors can explain 98.62 percent of the va¡iation in productivity. Other factors,

such as lime and fertilizers, do not significantly affect the output level. Differences in

Elasticities Cobb-Douglas

(equation 6.4)

Modified Translog

(equation 6.16)"

Eu,

EFU

Ero

EoÐ

0.38406

0.10757

0.12678

0.23668

0.79441

0.2278r

0.t498t

0.30126

e

Confidence Interval of e

r.45509

r.33762 - r.57256

r.47329

T.36916 - r.51142
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location of the hshery station, period of the study, and differences in breeding technique

are insignificant. On the other hand, water condition changes from normal or below

normal to above normal, then there is an estimated increase in ourput of A.40713 units per

square metre.

At the geometric mean level of input used, the estimated factor elasticity of

broodstock indicates that a 10 percent increase in weight of femaie broodstock per square

metre (all other inputs constant) will increase output by 1.94 percent. Similarly a 10

percent increase in fuel used for water pumps will increase output by 2.28 percent, a 10

percent increase in labour will increase output by 7.50 percent, and a 10 percent increase

in feed will increase output by 3.02 percent. The sum of all factor elasticities is equal

to 1.473, indicating that a simultaneous 10 percent increase in all inputs would increase

output by 14.73 percent, which implies that returns-to-scale are substantially above one.

As previously explained in Chapter 4, the first-order condition for profit

maximization is that producers should decide to use inputs at the level where:

(6.24) vMPi = wi

where vMPi : p(MPP,)

and MPPi = ðY/ðx,

ðlnY/ôlnx,
xlY
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(Y/x,)E'

Therefore,

(6.2s) VMPi = (pY/x')E'

where VMPi is the value of marginal product of input x,, p is output price, and w, is price

of input x,.

From estimates of the modified translog production function, equation (6. 16.a), and

using the geometric mean data on output and input levels and price, the value of marginal

products are as follows: 158.26 Baht for broodstock ,75.33 Baht for fuel, 192.25 Baht for

labour, and 2.62 Baht for feed. Mean input prices are 24.3I Baht for broodstock, 6.51

Baht for fuel,90.73 Baht for labour, and 1.17 Baht for feed. A comparison between

VMP' and w, for each input suggests that input levels should be increased.

In order to test for these first order conditions for competitive profit maximization,

it is necessary to construct confidence intervals for value of marginal products.e Because

VMPi is calculated from E, for a given data on prices, the confidence interval of VMP'

can be derived from the confidence interval of E,.

(6.26) Confidence Interval of E, - E,ù t.a2,n-¡-1(Ser)

e the derivation of the confidence intervals for VMP,, as well as E,, e, and MRTS', are presented in

Appendix C.
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where g is the confidence level, (n-k-1) is the degrees of freedom, and Su, is the standa¡d

error of the estimated elasticity E'.

At 95 percent confidence level, given output price, p = 0.10 Baht, geometric mean

of output level, Y = 295.83, and geometric mea¡ of each input from the Table 6.5, the

confidence interval of VMP, can be derived from:

(6.27) 0.10(295.83)[Erh.orro-*-,(SgJ] < VMPi < 0.10(295.83)[E'+b.ot o.*.t(SE)]
xi xi

The estimated 95 percent confidence intervals for both E, and VMPi a.re presented

in Table 6.9. All input prices are less than the lower limit of VMPí. Thus the hypothesis

of competitive profit maximization should be rejected for fishery stations.

For cost minimization, the first-order conditions are:

(6.28) MRTSij = wi/wj all ij

where MRTSij : MPP14\4PPj

= [(Y/x,)E,]/[(Y/x¡)E¡1

Therefore:

(6.29) MRTStj = [(Y/x,)E,]/[(Y/x,)E¡J = wi/wj
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where MRTS' is the marginal rate of technical substitution between input i and j, and w,

and w, are price of input i and j.

There are four inputs in the modified translog production function, equation

(6.i6.a): broodstock (BS), fuel (FU), labour (LB), and feed (FD). In order ro resr rhe

first-order conditions for cost minimization, marginal rates of technical substitution for

the following pairs of inputs were considered; broodstock and labour (MRTSBST'), fuel

and labour (MRTSFUT"), and feed and labour (MRTSFDT'). These were calculated using

mean data: MRTS¡s,r-¡ = 0.8232t, MRTSFU,LB = 0.39185, MRTSFD,L' = 0.01364,and mean

input price ratios are wuu/wrs =0.26794, w*/wru = 0.07241, w-/wru = 0.012g9. 95

percent confidence intervals were calculated for these marginal rates of substitution

(Appendix C).

Table 6.10 presents the calculated confidence intervals for MRTS, and

corresponding factor price ratios. It was found that wnr/wro and w-/wLB were within the

95 percent confidence intervals. However w*/w¡s was slightly less than the lower limit.

These results suggest that these fishery stations may minimize costs of production for fish

seed. Each first-order condition is accepted at 99 percent level of confidence (the lower

limit for the 99 percenr confidence interval for MRTS*trn was -0.016g5).
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Table 6.9: Confidence Interval of E, and VMPi

Table 6.10: Confidence Interval of MRTS'

Input

E, at

mean

95 Taconfidence

interval of E, p

(BÐ

Y xì vMP,

95 Toconfïdence

interval of VMP,

wt
lowcr

Iimit

upper

limit

lower

limit

uPper

limit

BS

FU

LB

FD

0.19441

0.22'781

0.74981

0.30726

0.0699s

0.08626

0.58900

0.16780

0.31887

0.36936

0.91062

0.43466

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

295.83

295.83

295.83

295.83

0.03634

0.08946

0.1 1538

3.39850

158.26

75.33

t92.25

2.62

56.94

28.52

151.02

t.46

259.58

122.14

233.48

3.78

24.3t

6.57

90.73

1.17

Input Pair ij MRTSij

95Vo Confidence Interval of MRTSij

w/w.¡
lower limit upper limit

BS,LB

FU,LB

FD,LB

0.8232r

0.3918s

0.01364

0.2640r

0.08832

0.00550

r.3823r

0.69537

0.02t78

0.26794

0.0724r

0.01289
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Assuming cost minimization, we next consider the dual cost function

corresponding to the fishery technology. This permits a simple calculation of comparative

static changes in cost minimizing factor demands and marginal costs of production.

Constrained cost minimization means to minimize cost subject to a given level of output

and the firm's technology. In matrix notation this can be written as:

Minimize C
x>0

subject to /(x)

where C is the total cost, w is a vector of input prices, x is a vector of input demand, and

y = "f(x) is the fishery production function. Solving (6.30) yields the minimum cosr

which is a function of input prices and output, C(w,y). C(w,y) is called the dual cost

function for the ñshery technology. Input demands x(rv,y) can then be derived by

applying Shephard's lemma 12,261:

(6.30)

(6.31) x¡(w,y) âC(w,y)/âw, i= 1,.....,n

The comparative static effects of changes in input prices on input demands can be

derived from the second order relations between the production function, y = f(x), and

the dual cost function, C(w,y) 14,261:

-1

[c** i c*rl

["-,-l 
", 
.l =

/.-l

,j
(6.32) f(ac/ay).f--t r*



where C** = [â(ôC/âw,)/ðw,] = [ðx/âw ] which is the matrix of comparative

static factor substitution effects,

C*, = [â(âC/ðw')/ðy] : [ðxutôy] which is the vector of comparative

static effects of output scale on facror demands, C*, is also equal to tð(ðC/ây)/ðw,1 which

is the effect of a change in input price, w¡, on marginal cost, ðC/ôy.

Cr, = â(âC/ðv)/ðy = ð(MC)/ây which is effect of the change in output,

y, on marginal cost, MC. In other words, C' indicates the slope of marginal cost.

Note that âC/ðy = w/{ð/(x)iðx1} (i=1,....,n) from the first-order condition

for consÍained cost minimization [26].

/* and f** tre matrices of first and second derivatives of the production

function, y = "f(x).

The marginal cosi ðC/ôy was calculated using mean data and the above first-order

conditions for cost minimization, as follows. Estimates of marginal products ð/(*)/A*

were obtained from the modif,red translog model, equation (6.16.a).

(6.33) ðCiây= wnor{ð/(x)/ABs} = 0.01536

= wru/[ô/(x)/AFU] = 0.00872

= w'u/{ðf(x)/ALB} = 0.04119

= w'"/{ðf(x)/aFD} = 0.04462

The average between the value of ðC/ðy calculated from first-order conditions for labour

(0.04119) and for feed (0.04462) was 0.04591, and this value was used to approximare
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marginal cost ðC/ðy in the further analysis. Table 6.10 indicates that two inputs satisfy

most closely the first-order conditions for cost minimization (MRTSFDT-B = 0.07364,

w*/wto = 0.01289). Hence first-order conditions for these inputs should provide the most

reliable measure of marginal cost. This conclusion is supported by the similarity in

marginal costs calculated from first-order cost minimization conditions for these two

inputs.

The resulting inverse matrix on the right hand side of equation (6.32) is shown in

Table 6.11. It can be seen that the own-price factor substitution effects (ðx,/ðw,) are all

negative. The own-price effect for feed is quite high compared to the own-price effects

of other inputs. This implies that the derived demand for feed is very sensitive to

changes in its price. Similarly the own-price elasticities of feed is relatively large at

-0.86466. Own-price elasticities for broodstock, fuel, and labour a¡e -0.11372, -0.12338,

and -0.35380 respectively (Table 6.12).

The cross-price effects (ðx/ðw,) i+j are all positive and symmetric which implies

that inputs are substitutes within the framework of cost minimization.

Another interesting result is the value of Cr' indicating the slope of the marginal

cost curve at mean data. From Table 6.11, C' is negative, so that marginal cost

decreases as output increases. This result is consistent with our earlier calculations of

increasing returns-to-scale for fish seed production in the Northeast fishery stations.
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C** C*rl

t_
l*, 

"r, ]

In sum, it can be concluded that the Northeast fishery stations do not operate so

as to maximize competitive profits, but they may well produce outputs at minimum

cost.lo

Table 6.11: Inverse Matrix from the Equation (6.32)

-0.00017 0.00010 0.00008 0.00115 0.00002

0.000i0 -0.00168 0.00020 0.02760 0.00037

0.00008 0.00020 -0.00045 0.02250 0.00030

0.00115 0.02760 0.02250 -2.51158 0.00414

0.00002 0.00037 0.00030 0.00414 -0.00010

r0 f.he study also attempted to determine the optimum level of inputs used, but the modified translog
model could not easill'be solved even numerically. However the cost minimizing derived demand equations
for the Cobb-Douglas model are as presented in Appendix D.
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Table 6.12: The Calculated ðx,/ðw,, and the Catculated Own-Price Elasticities

Input ðx,/ðw, (ðx,/ðw').(w'/x,)

BS

FU

LB

FD

-0.00017

-0.00168

-0.00045

-2.5r158

-0.tr372

-0.t2338

-0.35386

-0.86466
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the government began to emphasize policies to reduce poverty in the Northeast

region of Thailand, the role of fishery development and extension in this region has been

increasing significantly. A prerequisite for effective fisheries policy is basic information

about technology and managerial behaviour at fisheries, but such information has not been

available. This study was conducted in response to this requirement.

Econometric estimation of a production function for f,rsh seed at the Northeast

fishery stations is the main purpose of this study. Cobb-Douglas and translog functional

forms for production functions were estimated here. A modified translog functional form

(where va¡ious second order terms are deleted from the general translog) provided the

best fit. In many respects, results were similar for the modi

fied translog and Cobb-Douglas models. ln both cases, the main factors affecting fish

seed production consisted of quantity of female broodstock, fuel used for water pumps,

labours, and feed consumption. A dummy variable for water condition (e.g. availability

of an adequate water supply throughout the year) also influenced ouçut in the Cobb-

Douglas model but was insignificant in the modified translog. Insignificant variables in

both models included lime and fertilizer inputs, differences in breeding techniques,

location of the fishery stations, and the time period in which data was collected.

The elasticity of scale in both modified translog and Cobb-Douglas models was

about 1.4, which implied increasing returns-to-scale. Since dummy variables representing
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the three annual time periods were insignificant in these models, it appears that estimates

of increasing returns-to-scale can not be attributed instead to technical change over these

three years

Assuming that there is increasing returns-to-scale in fish seed production at

government fisheries in the Northeast, it is important to speculate on why these returns-to-

scale have not been realized. There are some obvious possible explanations. First, given

the paucity of empirical studies, it is possible that fisheries managers are unaware that

there are increasing returns-to-scale. Second, there are likely to be major political

constraints to the realization of economies of scale. For example, the Department of

Fisheries may select to establish a new station in order to increase employment in that

area rather than realize economies of scale. Third, factor supply schedules presumably

are not perfectly elastic. For example, the supply of broodstock may be limited in some

areas. Transportation cost also may be an important factor influencing the geographic

distribution of production.

This study suggests that increasing returns-to-scale are relatively substantial.

Ignoring political consffaints and assuming that factor supplies to fisheries are relatively

elastic at many locations, and that transportation costs are relatively minor between many

locations, the results of this study would suggest that future increases in capacity for

government fishery stations in the Northeast should be planned to realize more fully

economies of scale.

Hypotheses of competitive profit maximization and cost minimization in fisheries

management were also tested in terms of their first order conditions. Since factor prices
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were outside (less than) the 95 percent confidence intervals for value marginal products,

the hypothesis that the Northeast fishery stations are profit maximizers clearly can not be

accepted. On the other hand, most factor price ratios fell within the 95 percent

confidence intervals for marginal rates of technicai substitution (all price ratios fell within

99 percent confidence intervals). Thus the hypothesis that fisheries minimize

(competitive) costs of producing levels of output can not be rejected. There is some

indication (Table 6.10) that fuel should be substituted for labour in order to minimize

costs of production, but this would contradict policies to increase employment and

conserve fuel.

The major limitation of this study is the unavailability of considerable data that

is required for a thorough analysis. The reliability of the results depends on the reliable

of data used in the analysis. Fortunately, most of the results are consistent with each

other and seem plausible. This is reassuring; but more detailed analysis is still necessary.

Based on the results of this study, several recommendations can be made for

further study.

1) in order to improve the quality of data for such analyses, the Department of

Fisheries should become more concerned about recording data. Since computers are

recently available in many f,rshery stations, recording and processing data is now more

feasible.

2) data about water quality (such as water temperature, dissolved oxygen) should

be included in the analysis instead of or in addition to water condition. Water condition

is at best a poor proxy for water quality, which may have a substantial influence on
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variation in production across stations.

3) policy purposes similar research should be conducted in other regions.

4) studies on fishery production should be complemented by further studies of

market performance, market structure, and demand and supply of both fish seed and table

fish. Factor supplies and transportation costs should be studied in relation to policies

conceming location and size of fisheries.

5) in order to check speculation by f,rsheries biologists that production functions

for different species of fish seed are identical by weight, a further study should try to

disaggregate these outputs. Ideally this requires disaggregate data for inputs.
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Appendix A

DATA INPUT

This appendix comprises two secúons. The first section presents the raw data collected

from the Northeast fishery stations such as the total output and output by species of fish

seed produced, and the input used in the production process. The second section shows

the data which was transformed from the raw data, for example feed and fertilizer which

were calculated based on 1987 price, and were used in the analysis of this study.

4.1 Raw Data

Raw data collected from the sample fishery stations is contained in the five tables. Table

4.1 shows the total output and ouçut by species of fish seed produced. Table 4.2

presenrs the input broodstock used in totai and by species. Table 4.3 contains input lime

used, fuel, labour, aggregate feed, aggregate fertilizer, and pond area. Table 4.4 and

Table 4.5 present details of feed and fertilizer, respectively.
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Table 4.1: Total Output and Output by Species
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{ong [h,r! , l9I uo

Sahcn Uillrr, !.98? 12,l,og,8ô?
1i Sahon lasbor.,1988 11,932,l.30
!2 Se!:on lailon,1989 12,936,4$0
i3 Í!¡n (¡es,!."q8i 9,816,8?5
l.{ thcn [¡er, i"488 8.8{8,760
15 Kiron laer,1989 11,0?3,05C
16 taha S¡rskba¡,igB? 9,055,800
l? t¡ha Sarakhaa,1986 9,ôlî,330
l8 Saha Sarakira¡, !..089 9,818,25,
l9 (aiasiu, t 98? 15,666,316
20 Kalasir.1"o88 12,{6l,sgs
2L [al¡si¡,1989 10,824,?25
22 Ubon tatchatlali,!.981 9,9C{,616
23 Ubon R¿iciraihari,l988 8,?51,6ô6
21 Ubon Satchatb:ui,19BS 9,25C,93C
25 Surin,198? 10,213,605
26 $u¡iu,l"q88 9,06?,0{9
27 Surin,1989 8,155,{lg
28 Buriruu,!.9$? 2,0?{,82"0
29 Bu¡iru¡, !988 2,52?,550
30 Buriruo,1989 2,1?{,480
3I takhou Ratchasi¡¿,198? 9,922,855
32 tahhon Batchasi¡a,1u088 10,559,8?1
33 [aliron latchasira,lgS"o 11.,??4,006
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Table 4.2: Input Broodstock in Total and by Species
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Table 4.3: Input Lime, Fuel, Labour, Feed, Fertilizer, and pond Area
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Table 4.4: Detail of Feed Input

3TÀ1i0ìi/Tdr
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Table 4.4: Detail of Feed Input (cont'd)
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Table 4.4: Detail of Feed Input (cont'd)
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Table 4.5: Detail of Fertilizer Input
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A..2 Data Used in the Analysis

Details of data in this section includes data of total output, total broodstock, lime, fuel,

labour, and pond area, which a¡e the same as the corresponding daB in the previous

section. However, the data of feed and fertilizer used differ from the previous section in

that these two input presented in this section were calculated based on 1987 prices. The

details are shows in Table 4.6, Table 4.7, and Table 4.8.

For the regression analysis, each variable was defined in unit of "per square

metre". Therefore, data in Table 4.6 was divided by pond area, and the results presented

in Table 4.9 are used in the regression. The dummy variables representing water

condition, breeding technique, location of the frshery stations, and the differences in three

year time period are also presented in Table 4.10. Finally the details of ourput price, and

input prices are showed in Table 4.11.
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Table 4.6: Total Output and Total Inputs Used in the Analysis
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Table 4.7: Detait of Aggregate Feed Input Quantity Indef
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" the aggregate feed input quantity index was calculated. as follows:
using 1987 prices as weight, aggregate feed input quantity index at station "s"

= åQ,,,,P;,reB? (i=1,...8): where Q,,,, is the quantity of feed type i used
in year t, and P,,,r' is the price of feed type i in year 1987.

in
atyear "t"

station s
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Table 4.7: Detail of Aggregate Feed Input Quantity Index (cont'd)
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Table 4.7: Detail of Aggregate Feed Input Quantity Index (cont,d)
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Table 4.8: Detail of Aggregate Fertilizer Input Quantity Indef
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" the aggregate fertilizgr input quantity index was calculated as follows:
using 1987 prices as weight, aggregate fertilizer input quantity index at station "s"
in year "t" = åQ,,i,,P,,rnr 1,=r,r¡, where Qr,,,, is the quantity of fertilizer type i used
at station s in year t, and P,,,n' is the price of fertilizer type i in year 1987.
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Table 4.9: Output and Inputs per square Metre
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Table 4.10: Dummy Variables"
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28 S.uiran,1987

29 Burirun,1988

30 hrirul,1989
3i li¿llon Batcb¿si¡¿, 1"087

32 l{a}ion l¿t¡hæina,1988

33 tai,fun Bat¿hæi¡a.i989

" Wl and W2 are dummy variables for water condition, where Wl represents below normal
condition, and W2 represents above normal condilion.

BTI and BT2 a¡e dummy variables for breeding technique, where BTI represents the technique
using pituitary gland and BT2 represents the technique using both pituiøry gland and hormone.

Ll and L2 are dummy variables for location of fishery stations, where Ll represents fhe station
locaæd in the upper Northeast andLZ represents the station located in the lower Northeast.

Tl and T2 are dummy variables for time period, where T1 represents year 1987 and T2 represenß
year 1988.
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Table A.1l: Output and Input Prices
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er-.-vd/ ¿4¿( h:;lli 3r,".c&:cch ti:e ?uel li+: leed ingl: l:r. iriit

?r::: ?rice irice ?r:.ce i¿r üj Plice. ir:ce b

l;) (n35) (çLI) (r3U) (nt!) (¡!Ð) (dt)

I l¡¿i,i93? ,).1:
j í¡o.i 10îi n 1¡ì't.-r

3 Loei, l?89 0 . 1î

{ 0rion Tl¡ri.,198'l C.1C

5 Sdcn Îi.r:.i9ô8 û.1{l

5 ûion Tl¡i,i"Q89 0.i0
I licng [ui,198.l l.i0
I l-crg üa:.i9l,$ C.i0

3 lticry ü:i,i939 i.tú
l0 *icr Ïalùcr,l.o8? 0.lC
11 Q¡'¡nn U:ii^" !0ç9 I 14v. :ù
'I9 (:i¡n l'¡iì'n¡ !Q!0 n !fìuÞst-evv V.:J

1 I fhnn l:o¡ I QÊ? il :;ì
i. -b

14 Srcr !i:er.1"488 C.iC

i5 ftcr í¡el,i.o89 0.10

16 hhå Sar¡i'¡:n,1"c8? 0.:C
!? X:ì': (¡¡¡Lh:n iOîf, î !nU..J

18 Ëã¡¡ fu:;i;'r,i"089 0.1'

i9 [¡1æin,193'l 0.11

20 laiasir,1988 0.10

¿l E¡l¡rl¡,]!t¡ ú.li
22 tlor !¿*,cinth¿¡.i,1987 0.1C

23 Uìion la'ælatiu¡.l,!.9$3 0.10

21 Uhu 8¿hbÀth¡xi,1,03"q 0.10

25 Su¡h,198? 0.!0

25 Surh,l988 0.iC
97 (nrìn 1Q90 n lnsÈsr-vvs u.-J

28 Bnrir¡¡,1"08? 0.1C

29 h:nnn,l388 0.10

30 S.uiru¡,1989 0.iC

31 [aiacn Bat¡bæira,1"o8? 0.10

32 [a!!ou Raærasi¡a,19EB 0.i0
33 taiìpn BÂhbsira,1."089 0.10

:c. iî ô. !c

20.cc 6.cc

35. C0 6. C3

35. C0 0.00

30. cc 6.33

25.00 0. t0

2C. CC 5.32

25.CC ô.i2
9infi iÂî

!c.lc ?.13
Cn4n :t1
!U. dL V. r;

2C.00 û.t3

2'.î0 5.00

25.00 6.00

3C. û0 6.?1

30.c0 5.c3
9aA.' ç?Ã

{0.0c ?.0$

20.r0 'l.c0

20.c0 6.93
Ð( ri4 ? nr'l
¿v-ú! l -uv

2t.00 6.c0

20."01 6.t0

25.00 6.0c

25.CC r.9ô

3{.00 6.99

23.?5 5.0C

30.cc 6.86

25.C0 0.CC

30.t0 0.00

æ.9? ?.00

25.00 ?.00

30.59 1.26

ñ ,\ ¡i ,:{¡v. tu

6.T5 ?3.30

5.55 !!2.21,

5. ô5 T2. i0
5.65 ?6.{5

6. {t 98. !.2

$. ôô ?{. i4
6.ô8 19.v8

5.i8 38.3{

c.tì t.i.!u
5.$5 ?8.1?

â.ii t05.,10

Â çQ t'lq ?a

6.59 1i0.3t
ô.39 133.?9

6. ô3 
"08.20

6.ô3 ${.3$
C.qJ IJ¿.Ji
6.63 83. {$

ù.ùJ yì.Jt
ß tî t?t 01

6.61 ô8.83

6.5{ ?8.17

6. {4 tl!.6r
6.59 ?3.50

6.s9 ?8.1?

6.{9 105.0c

6.59 49.02

6.59 {9.69

6. {9 ?6.90

6.5C 83.26

6.í0 8?.!T

6_3C 106.28

i.t0
1.:2

1..3$
I ¡ln

l-iì
t¡i

!.. î0

I.:Þ
1î1
t r1fi

!.2{
r.23

1.l]0

!..20

1.35

1.00
I 4¡

i.id
l.c0
1.25

1.37

1.0c

L.1,2

1.18

1.00

1.19
i't¡

1.00
ttâ
1.39

1.00

1.2{

1.31

L. iJu

0.00

! fìn

lnni.uu

!. c|]

1.13
tôô
r- Jtl

i. i0
i.cû
!..0û

t.3t
tîç

i.ec
0.0c

!. t0

1.0l]

1.25

1. {C

1.C0

. 1.C0

1.00

!.00

1.0:'

1.0r

1.C0

l.c0
t.0c

1.00

0. uq3

0.98

1.00

0.c0

1.00

" the feed price index was defined as total cost of feed divided by the aggregate feed input
quantity index.
o the fertilizer price index was defined. as total cost of fertilizer divided by the aggegate
fertilizer input quantity index.
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Appendix B

CORRELATION MATRTX

YBSLIFULBFDFR

YI

BS 0.87678 1

Lt 0.43290 0.29r& I

FU 0.90252 0.81224 0.44881 1

LB 0.87921 0.6É.571 0.31929 0.72132 1

FD 0.48394 0.48708 0.35057 0.39903 0.51280 I

FR 0.48054 0.35085 0.50053 0.43247 0.28653 0.41959 I

lnY lnBS lnLI lnFU lnLB lnFD InFR

InY 1

tnBS 0.88489 1

lnLI 0.26272 0.21667 I

lnFU 0.799M 0.75070 0.34296 1

lnLB 0.89014 0.69107 0.02842 0.66045 I

lnFD 0.74349 0.63927 0.35669 0.55252 0.70080 1

lnFR 0.2M06 0.10812 -0.04039 -0.10528 0.28651 0.39755 1
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Appendix C

DERTVATION OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

In general, the confidence interval for a coefficient can be calculated from:

where 6, is ttre estimated coefficient

t is the t-statistic at n-k- 1 degrees of freedom and a chosen confidence

level

^Sb, is the standard error of 6,

For more than one coefficient, the confidence interval can be calculated as follows:

(C.2) t = Ð,6',x, = "t6,

where xr is the transpose of vector x, and 6, i, u"rto, of 6, which are stochastic, and Ç

is a linea¡ function of 6.

The variance of f can be derived from:

(c.1)

(c.3)

bi = 6,+ tlStî ,¡

Var (î) = xt vari6,¡ x

where Var6,) is variance covariance marrix of ô,. The confidence interval of ! is then:
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(C.5) var (Êur) = [t 2tnBS] f Varßu, Cov(âu, ô"r"r)li 1 It --il 
t

Lcoulßo, ßuror) varßor". JLzrngsi

(c.4) y = Çtt{Var1Ç¡¡å

C.1 Confidence Interval for E,

From the Chapter 6, the factor elasticities for the modified translog are derived from

(ðlnY/âlnxi), and they do not constant but depend on level of input used (except for input

feed cost which its elasticity is constant), for example Ess = ß". + 2ßuru.lnBS.

By applying (C.3):

Therefore, after calculate Var 1Èur¡ tne confidence interval for Eo. ar. 957a confidence

level can be derived from

(C.6) Eo, = EBSI t esE,n-k-r(Var Êor)"

Similarly, the confidence interval for E*-, and Eru can be derived by the same

procedure. For the conñdence interval for Ê-:

(C.7) EFD = Ê-r , nr",,n-*-,(Sîro)
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C.2 Confidence Interval for e

From the modified translog function, the elasticity of scale (e) was calculated from

adding all E,:

(C.7) € = Eur*E*+Err+E-

= (ßus + 2ß".orlnBS) + (ß* + ß*rulnl-B) + (ßru + ß*trlnFU)

¿Q¡ IJFD

= [1 2lnBS 1 lnLB 1 InFU 1] I ßu,

ßoru, ll2tnBS
ßFU ll 1

ß*ru ll lnLB
ßru lll
ßo,rro | | lnFU
ßFD J i1

rßi (x)(x)'

By the same concept of confidence interval for E¡, confidence interval for e can

be calculated from:

(C.8) Varô = x'Var(ß) x

where Var(ô) is the variance-covariance of matrix ß, and the confidence interval of e is:

(C.9) r = â*rnr*,n.*-,(Varê)h
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C.3 Confidence Interval for VMP'

From the equation (6.25) VMPi = (pY/x,)E¡, given p, Y and X¡, the confidence interval for

VMPi can be calculated from the confidence interval for E'.

(C.10) VMPi = (pY/x,)1 Ê,t t nrr,,n-*-,1varÊ,¡E¡

C.4 Confidence Interval for MRTSij

From the equation (6.29), MRTSü = {(Y/x,)E,¡7{(Y/x¡)E¡}. For instance

(C.1 1) MRTSBSLB = {üÆS)EBS}/{ (Y/LB)EL¡}

= (EuJEru) GBÆS)

= @u, + 2ßurnùBÐ . (LB)
(l"Lu + ß-r"lnFU) (BS)

It can be seen that MRTS,, is nonlinear in coefficients ß. So the formula (C.3) cannot be

used to determine VaI(MRTS,,). However, we can form approximation to Var(MRTSu)

by using the following rules [10].

(C.12) suppose y = /(x, ß) + u

rhen v. î = (ðflôî)'var(ß) (aflaß)

for the modified translog model:

(C.13) 1nY = /(lnx, ß) + u
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then var(hÎ) = (ðflaô)r var(ô') faflaîi

and va¡(ôlnÇ/ðhx,) = (ð'tnÇiAlnx,ðô;'Varß (ðtlnÇiôlnx,ðtnô'¡

Similarly, let MRTSû = "f¡(x, ß)

then varlffi-rs,,) = (afü/aî')r varô (afu/aô)

for example:

(C.14) Var(MRTSurru) = (ðf¡ôî)r varô tAfiðôl

where from (c.11) AflAî is (ô//ðôu., âflðînr"., â//ðil', a//aô*ru) and in turn:

(C.15) aflaô',, = {U([u * Ç*otnFLr)].(LBÆs)

ôflðôu.B. = (2tnBsi(ô-o*fu,rnFt¡).(LBIBS)

ðflaô-, = -t(6'r, + 2îu.nrrbBS)i(ôru *À,'rrnrÐ'?].GBÆs)

ð//ðt ., = -tnFUt(ôr, * zô..n.tbes;¡1[u + ôn*"tnFu)').(LBÆs)

Varô is variance-covariance matrix of the coefficient ôn., âoru., ârr, and î*ru.

Therefore, the confidence interval of MRTS i¡ at 957o confidence level is approximated as

(C.16) MRTSij = franfs,.,l t esc",n-r.-i lVar tUÊtsu)u"
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Appendix D

DERTVED INPUT DEMAND FROM COBB.DOUGLAS MODEL

For cost minimization which firm minimized cost subject to a given production function,

the model can be specified as:

(D.1) Min wx
x

s.t. f(x) = y

where u' is vector of input prices , x is vector of input demand, and y = f(x) is firm's

production function.

The model (D.1) can be written in largrange function as:

(D.2) C = wx+/{ V-f(x)}

The first-order conditions can then be stated as:

(D.3)

(D.4)

ðC/ðx' = w, -¡f ¡(x) = 0

òClð7 = y-l(x) = 0

Solving @.3) and (D.4) yields the optimum level of inpur demand xi(w,y)
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From Chapter 6, the estimated Cobb-Douglas production function, equation (6.4)

and (6.4.a), written in normal form is:

(D.5) Y = eo BSß" FUß- LBß* IÐßFD e(drwr 
+d2w2)

and

(D.6) y = aa.:es3 g5o.raa06 p1¡0.107s7 L80.72678 IÐ0.23668 ec0.14e48w1 
+ 0.337s8w2)

Assume that cost minimization exists, the optimum level of input BS, FU, LB, and FD

can be derived by setting the largrange function as (D.2) and then solving the first-order

conditions as (D.3) and (D.4) which yielding:

(D.7) 95 = [y/A]tÞ [ßBr/IVBs](bß*)ô [ß*-/lvru]-ß-ô [ßLB/IVLu1-nu,t ¡q.ÆVFD]-ßFD/b [el-l/b

(D.8) pg = [y/A]te [ß"n/TVBs]'M^ [ß*AM*_],r0.)^ [ßLolWrr]-*Þ [ß_,¡WFD]-ßÐ/b lel-r/b

(D.g) ¡3 = [y/A]tô [ßBs/rvBr]-o*ô [ß*.AV*]-ß*/b [ßLBilvLr](ußu)ru [ß*/TV_1-ßÐru ¡s.]'rlb

(D.10) FD = [y/A]tÞ [ß"./IV.r]'*^ [ßrrAV*]o-/b [ßLB/TVLB]-*^ [q-A\,ro](ÞßÐ)/b [el'r/b

whereA=eo=e83e83=4439.51316

ßu, = 0'38406

ßni = 0'10757

ß,-u = 0'72678

ßFD = 0'23668

b = ßur+ß*-+ßLB+ßFD = 1.45509

| - d,'W,+drW, = -0.i4948W1 +0.33758W2
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and mean value of Y = 295.83, mean value of wu, = 24.3I, mean value of w- = 6.57 ,

mean value of wr" = 90.73, and mean value of wr¡ = 1.17.
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Appendix E

ESTIMATED RESULTS USING TWO.STAGE LEAST SQUARES

Based on results reported in Chapter 6, the fish seed production function can be specified

in terms of significant variables as:

(8.1) /(BS, FU, LB, FD, W1, W2)

Equation (E.1) in the Cobb-Douglas case was estimated by two-stage least squaros where

inputs broodstock (BS), fuel (FU), labour (LB), and feed ffD) were treated as endogenous

variables. The exogenous va¡iables for two stage estimation were specified as prices of

broodstock (wor), fuel (w*-), labour (wro), feed (w-), quantity of fish seed ourput (Y),

and the dummy variabies representing water condition (W, and Wr).

Results for the first stage estimatioll are shown in equations (8.2)-(E.5), and results

for the second stage estimation are shown in equation (E.6) (numbers in parentheses are

t-statistics).

Y

(E.2)

(E.3)

(8.4)

lnBS = -6.8864+0.86171nY -0.68241n(u'"r/wL¡) - 0.0781In(u'¡¡/w*) + 0.57581n(w-/w,r)+ 0.3126W, + 0.0i54W,
(-2.9032) (9.6281) (-1.3336) (-0.13 r2) (0.7228) (1.4961) (0.0796)

lnFU = -14.5120 +0.79751nY+ 0.73981n(w"r/u'*)-0.08611n(u'*/ws)- 1.90701n(w-/w-)+0.2054'Wt -0.2508W,
(-4.1679) (6.07r0) (0.9849) (-0.0986) (-1.6308) (0.6699) (-0.881s)

lnLB = -4.3087 + 0.57l9lnY + 0.64831n(w"n/u,*) - 0.52301n(w*/w*) + 0.34971n(w-/wo) - 0.0801Wt - 0.2671W2
(-1.7291)(-3.57s0) (12.7æ) (2.493s)
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(E s)

(E.6)

InFD = -3.0244+ 0.53881nY+ 0.01 18ln(wru/w-)+ 0.59391n(w-/wo) -0.66771n(w"Jqr)+ 0.0365Wt-0/876W2
(-1.2626) (s.96r7) (0.0229) (0.9883) (-0.8301) (0.1730) (-2.4911)

InY ='7.2454 +0.255851¡85+0.11062ìrìFU+0.44O94lnLB+0.348161nFD-0.36787Wr +0.2351'fW2
(4.1613) (0.89ss5) (0.67284) (1.94880) (0.86142) (-1.738s0) (1.033s0)

Most coefficients of relative prices in the fkst stage estimates of factor demand equations

(8.2)-(E.5) are statistically insignificant. As a result, coefficients in the second stage

estimates of the production function are insignificant, in conÍast to ordinary least squares

estimates of the production function.

These results do not imply that factor demands at fisheries are not responsive to

factor prices (we have already accepted the hypothesis of competitive cost minimization,

see Table 6.10). Instead, these poor results are presumably due to the low variation in

prices over the data set. These results confirm our wisdom in adopting a primal approach

rather than a dual approach to the econometric estimation of technology.
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